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Renaissance in Hadron Spectroscopy (2003)

BELLE observed X (3872) in
B± → K±π+π−J/ψ.
PRL 91 (26), 2003

BABAR

Direct production observed
CDF, DZero

CMS, ATLAS, LHCb

well as the specific ionization in the CDC. This classi-
fication is superseded if the track is identified as a lepton:
electrons are identified by the presence of a matching
ECL cluster with energy and transverse profile consistent
with an electromagnetic shower; muons are identified by
their range and transverse scattering in the KLM.

For the B! K����J= study we use events that have
a pair of well identified oppositely charged electrons or
muons with an invariant mass in the range 3:077<
M‘�‘� < 3:117 GeV, a loosely identified charged kaon,
and a pair of oppositely charged pions. In order to reject
background from � conversion products and curling
tracks, we require the ���� invariant mass to be greater
than 0.4 GeV. To reduce the level of e�e� ! q �qq (q �
u; d; s, or c quark) continuum events in the sample, we
also require R2 < 0:4, where R2 is the normalized Fox-
Wolfram moment [8], and j cos�Bj< 0:8, where �B is the
polar angle of the B-meson direction in the CM frame.

Candidate B� ! K�����J= mesons are recon-
structed using the energy difference �E � ECMB �
ECMbeam and the beam-energy constrained mass

Mbc �
��������������������������������������
�ECMbeam�

2 � �pCMB �2
q

, where ECMbeam is the beam

energy in the CM system, and ECMB and pCMB are the
CM energy and momentum of the B candidate. The sig-
nal region is defined as 5:271 GeV<Mbc < 5:289 GeV
and j�Ej< 0:030 GeV.

Figure 1(a) shows the distribution of �M �
M�����‘�‘�� �M�‘�‘�� for events in the �E-Mbc

signal region. Here a large peak corresponding to  0 !
����J= is evident at 0.589 GeV. In addition, there is a
significant spike in the distribution at 0.775 GeV.
Figure 1(b) shows the same distribution for a large sample
of generic B- �BB Monte Carlo (MC) events. Except for the
prominent  0 peak, the distribution is smooth and fea-
tureless. In the rest of this Letter we use M�����J= �
determined from �M�MJ= , whereMJ= is the PDG [9]
value for the J= mass. The spike at �M � 0:775 GeV
corresponds to a mass near 3872 MeV.

We make separate fits to the data in the  0

(3580 MeV<M����J= < 3780 MeV) and the M �

3872 MeV (3770 MeV<M����J= < 3970 MeV) re-
gions using a simultaneous unbinned maximum likeli-
hood fit to the Mbc, �E, and M����J= distributions [10].
For the fits, the probability density functions (PDFs) for
the Mbc and M����J= signals are single Gaussians; the
�E signal PDF is a double Gaussian composed of a
narrow ‘‘core’’ and a broad ‘‘tail.’’ The background
PDFs for �E and M����J= are linear functions, and
the Mbc background PDF is the ARGUS threshold func-
tion [11]. For the  0 region fit, the peak positions and
widths of the three signal PDFs, the �E core fraction, as
well as the parameters of the background PDFs, are left as
free parameters. The values of the resolution parameters
that are returned by the fit are consistent with MC-based
expectations. For the fit to theM � 3872 MeV region, the
Mbc peak and width, as well as the �E peak, widths, and
core fraction (96.5%) are fixed at the values determined
from the  0 fit.

The results of the fits are presented in Table I.
Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the Mbc, M����J= , and �E
signal-band projections for the M � 3872 MeV signal
region, respectively. The superimposed curves indicate
the results of the fit. There are clear peaks with consistent
yields in all three quantities. The signal yield of 35:7�
6:8 events has a statistical significance of 10:3�, deter-
mined from

�����������������������������������
�2 ln�L0=Lmax�

p
, where Lmax and L0 are

the likelihood values for the best-fit and for zero-signal
yield, respectively. In the following we refer to this as the
X�3872�.

We determine the mass of the signal peak relative to
the well measured  0 mass:

MX � Mmeas
X �Mmeas

 0 �MPDG
 0

� 3872:0� 0:6�stat� � 0:5�syst� MeV:

Since we use the precisely known value of the  0 mass [9]
as a reference, the systematic error is small. The M 0

measurement, which is referenced to the J= mass that
is 589 MeV away, is �0:5� 0:2 MeV from its world-
average value [12]. Variation of the mass scale from M 0

toMX requires an extrapolation of only 186 MeVand, thus,
the systematic shift in MX can safely be expected to be
less than this amount.We assign 0.5 MeVas the systematic
error on the mass.

The measured width of the X�3872� peak is � � 2:5�
0:5 MeV, which is consistent with the MC-determined
resolution and the value obtained from the fit to the  0
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FIG. 1. Distribution of M�����‘�‘�� �M�‘�‘�� for se-
lected events in the �E-Mbc signal region for (a) Belle data
and (b) generic B- �BB MC events.

TABLE I. Results of the fits to the  0 and M � 3872 MeV
regions. The errors are statistical only.

Quantity  0 region M � 3872 MeV region

Signal events 489� 23 35:7� 6:8
Mmeas
����J= peak 3685:5� 0:2 MeV 3871:5� 0:6 MeV
�M����J= 3:3� 0:2 MeV 2:5� 0:5 MeV

P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
31 DECEMBER 2003VOLUME 91, NUMBER 26

262001-3 262001-3
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XYZ States Today
cc̄

other, non-nucleon-nucleon, systems are, or if bound mole-
culelike meson-meson or meson-baryon combinations
actually exist.
The 2003 Belle paper (Choi et al., 2003) that reported the

discovery of the X ð3872Þ → πþπ−J=ψ emphasized two in-
triguing experimental features. One was the close proximity of
the X ð3872Þ mass and the D0D̄$0 mass threshold; at that time,
the measurement precision of the X ð3872Þ mass was
% 0.8 MeV and that of the PDG-2002 value world average
for mD0 þmD$0 was % 1 MeV (Hagiwara et al., 2002) and
δm00 ¼ ðmD0 þmD$0Þ −M(X ð3872Þ) ¼ −0.9 % 1.3 MeV.
The second intriguing feature was the concentration of πþπ−

invariant masses near the ρ meson mass that was a strong
indication that the decay violated isospin symmetry in a
substantial way (Choi et al., 2003).
Within a few weeks after the Belle results were made

public, papers were posted by Tornqvist (2003) and Close and
Page (2004) that pointed out that these mass and isospin-
breaking properties were characteristic of expectations for a
DD̄$ molecular state. In fact, a JPC ¼ 1þþ, DD̄$ bound state
with mass near 3870 MeV had been predicted (and named) by
Tornqvist (1994); inspired by its similarity to the deuteron,

Tornqvist called the state a deuson. As a result, at that time,
experimenters and theorists expected that a thorough under-
standing of the underlying nature of the X ð3872Þ would be a
straightforward exercise and that they could look forward to
exploring a rich spectroscopy of related deuson states, in both
the charm quark and bottom quark sectors.
However, this optimism turned out to be short lived. As

discussed in Sec. V.A, the CDF and D0 groups found the
X ð3872Þ was produced promptly in Ec:m: ¼ 1.96 TeV pp̄
annihilations with production cross sections and other char-
acteristics that are similar to those for prompt ψ 0 production
(Abazov et al., 2004; CDFII Collaboration, 2004), while
detailed computations for a loosely bound DD̄$ composite
showed that such similarities were highly unlikely (Bignamini
et al., 2009). Also, in the deuson picture, the X ð3872Þ is
primarily a D0D̄$0 bound state. Searches for other near-
threshold DD̄$ combinations, such as mostly DþD$− or
D0D$− states, with the same JPC ¼ 1þþ quantum numbers,
came up empty (Aubert et al., 2005b; Choi et al., 2011).
Another problem with the deuson idea is the large rate for
X ð3872Þ → γψð2SÞ reported by BABAR (Aubert et al., 2009b)
and LHCb (Aaij et al., 2014a) [see Eq. (4)], which is expected
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FIG. 60. The current status of the charmoniumlike spectrum. The dashed (red) horizontal lines indicate the expected states and their
masses based on recent calculations (Barnes, Godfrey, and Swanson, 2005) based on the Godfrey-Isgur relativized potential model
(Godfrey and Isgur, 1985), supplemented by the calculations in Lu and Dong (2016) for high radial excitations of the P-wave states. The
solid (black) horizontal lines indicate the experimentally established charmonium states, with masses and spin-parity (JPC) quantum
number assignments from Patrignani et al. (2016) and labeled by their spectroscopic assignment. The open-flavor decay channel
thresholds are shown with longer solid (brown) horizontal lines. The candidates for exotic charmoniumlike states are also shown with
shorter solid (blue or magenta) horizontal lines with labels reflecting their most commonly used names. All states are organized
according to their quantum numbers given on horizontal axes. The last column includes states with unknown quantum numbers, the two
pentaquark candidates, and the lightest charmonium 2−− state. The lines connecting the known states indicate known photon or hadron
transitions between them: dashed green are γ transitions (thick E1, thin M1), solid magenta are π, thin (thick) dashed blue are η (ϕ),
dashed red are p, dotted blue are ρ0 or ω, and solid blue other ππ transitions, respectively.

Olsen, Skwarnicki, and Zieminska: Nonstandard heavy mesons and baryons: …

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 90, No. 1, January–March 2018 015003-47

S. L. Olsen, T. Skwarnicki, D. Zieminska, Reviews of Modern Physics 90, 1 (2018)
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QCD dynamics - XYZ states

For heavy quark-antiquark (QQ̄)

systems the QCD effects of gluon

excitations and light quark pairs

become manifest above

(Qq̄ + qQ̄) threshold.

Theoretical tools
I Heavy Quark Symmetry

(HQS)
I Lattice QCD

Model approaches:
I tetraquark states with various

dynamic models
I molecules and cusp effects
I hybrid states - excited gluonic

degrees of freedom

• What is the QCD dynamics of these new states? Threshold Effects, Hybrids, 
Tetraquark States: 

XYZ  States Observed
Estia Eichten                                                                                                                                                              Fermilab                     

QWG 2016                                                                                                                                                          June 8, 2016                     20

The Exotic XY Z Charmonium-like Mesons 7

[cuc̄s̄]) (41).

Figure 2: Cartoon representations of molecular states, diquark-diantiquark
tetraquark mesons and quark-antiquark-gluon hybrids.

2.3 Charmonium hybrids

Hybrid mesons are states with an excited gluonic degree of freedom (see Fig. 2).

These are described by many different models and calculational schemes (42).

A compelling description, supported by lattice QCD (43, 44), views the quarks

as moving in adiabatic potentials produced by gluons in analogy to the atomic

nuclei in molecules moving in the adiabatic potentials produced by electrons. The

lowest adiabatic surface leads to the conventional quarkonium spectrum while the

excited adiabatic surfaces are found by putting the quarks into more complicated

colour configurations. In the flux-tube model (45), the lowest excited adiabatic

surface corresponds to transverse excitations of the flux tube and leads to a doubly

degenerate octet of the lowest mass hybrids with quantum numbers JPC = 0+−,

0−+, 1+−, 1−+, 2+−, 2−+, 1++ and 1−−. The 0+−, 1−+, 2+− quantum numbers

are not possible for a cc̄ bound state in the quark model and are referred to

as exotic quantum numbers. If observed, they would unambiguously signal the

existence of an unconventional state. Lattice QCD and most models predict the

lowest charmonium hybrid state to be roughly 4200 MeV/c2 in mass (45,42,46).

Charmonium hybrids can decay via electromagnetic transitions, hadronic tran-

sitions such as ψg → J/ψ + ππ, and to open-charm final states such as ψg →
D(∗,∗∗)D̄(∗,∗∗)10. The partial widths have been calculated using many different

models. There are some general properties that seem to be supported by most

models and by recent lattice QCD calculations. Nevertheless, since there are

10D∗∗ denotes mesons that are formed from P -wave cq̄ (q = u or d) pairs: D∗
0(3P0), D∗

2(3P2)
and the D1 and D′

1 are 3P1 −1 P1 mixtures.

S. Godfrey+S. Olsen 
arXiv:0801.3867

_ 
u

uc

_ 
c

hadro-charmonium
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Recent Reviews (Models)

Tetraquark advocate: L. Maiani, “Exotic Hadrons,” CERN Heavy-hadron Spectroscopy,
July 2017

A. Esposito, A. Pilloni. A. D. Polosa, “Multiquark Resonances,” Phys. Rept. 668, 1
(2016) [arXiv:1611.07920].

A. Ali, J. S. Lange, S. Stone, “Exotics: Heavy Pentaquarks and Tetraquarks,” Prog. Part.
Nucl. Phys. 97, 123 (2017) [arXiv:1706.00610]

R. F. Lebed, R. E. Mitchell, E. S. Swanson, “Heavy-Quark QCD Exotica,” Prog. Part.
Nucl. Phys. 93, 143 (2017) [arXiv:1610.04528].

S. L. Olsen, T. Skwarnicki, D. Zieminska, ”Nonstandard heavy mesons and baryons:
Experimental evidence,” Reviews of Modern Physics 90, 1 (2018)
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Tetraquarks

QQ̄qq̄ QQq̄q̄ QQ̄QQ̄

Qqq̄q̄ QQ̄Qq̄

All the presumed tetraquark

states observed so far have

strong decays.

Only stable ordinary mesons:

π, K , D, Ds , D∗
s , B, Bs , B∗

s ,

Bc , B∗
c

Are there any stable

tetraquarks?

YES

Levels of stability for tetraquarks

A) Unstable
I Resonance with OZI allowed

strong decays.

I Typically large width

I Analog in QQ̄ systems are

states above two heavy light

meson threshold

B) Metastable
I Narrow states with strong

decays (but none OZI allowed).

I Analog in QQ̄ systems: states

below heavy-light pair threshold

C) Stable
I No strong decays.

I Analog in QQ̄ systems is Bc

Estia Eichten Theoretical Overview of XYZ States HIEPA · Beijing · 19.02.18 6 / 38



HQS implies stable heavy tetraquark mesons QiQj q̄k q̄l

In the limit of very heavy quarks Q, novel narrow doubly heavy
tetraquark states must exist.

HQS relates the mass of a doubly heavy tetraquark state to
combination of the masses of a doubly heavy baryon, a singly heavy
baryon and a heavy-light meson.

The lightest double-beauty states composed of bbūd̄ , bbūs̄, and bbd̄ s̄
will be stable against strong decays.

Heavier bbq̄k q̄l states, double-charm states ccq̄k q̄l , mixed bcq̄k q̄l
states, will dissociate into pairs of heavy-light mesons.

Observing a weakly decaying double-beauty state would establish the
existence of tetraquarks and illuminate the role of heavy
color-antitriplet diquarks as hadron constituents.

EE & Chris Quigg, arXiv:1707.09575
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Systematics of doubly heavy tetraquarks

Ground states - S waves.
I Qi Q̄j color (1, 8) spin (0, 1) (Quarkonium-like)
I {QiQj} color 3̄ spin 1 or color 6 spin 0 (flavor symmetic)
I [QiQj ] color 3̄ spin 0 or color 6 spin 1 (flavor antisymmetic)

m(Qi) > ΛQCD > m(qj)

The static energy between the heavy quarks is a (2x2) matrix in
color. As the separation, R, is varied:

I Energy varies.
I Color admixture varies.

(QQ)

q̄

q̄

(QQ)

q̄

q̄

q̄

q̄

Q Q
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Dynamics

For small Qi − Qj separation the interaction is attractive in the color 3̄ and
repulsive for the color 6.

I The effective potential for color 3̄ is given by 1
2VQQ̄(R). (LQCD)

I In a half-strength Cornell potential, rms core radii are small on
tetraquark scale: 〈r2〉1/2 = 0.28 fm (cc); 0.24 fm (bc); 0.19 fm (bb).

For large Qi − Qj separation the light quarks mostly shield the color and the

system rearranges into two heavy-light mesons.

As m(Qi ),m(Qj)→∞ the ground state of QiQj q̄k q̄l has the properties:
I The two heavy quarks are attracted close together in a color 3̄
I The tetraquark state becomes STABLE to decay into two heavy-light

mesons.
(eg. m(QiQi q̄k q̄k)− 2m(Qi q̄k) = ∆− 1

2 ( 2
3αs)2m(Qi ) + O( 1

m(Qi )
)

with ∆ fixed)

Estia Eichten Theoretical Overview of XYZ States HIEPA · Beijing · 19.02.18 9 / 38



Heavy quark symmetry mass relations

In the heavy limit, the color of the core QiQj is 3̄ the same as a Q̄x . Hence
in leading order of M−1 the light degrees of freedom have the same
dynamics in the two systems leading to the following mass relations

m({QiQj}{q̄k q̄l})−m({QiQj}qy ) = m(Qx{qkql})−m(Qx q̄y )

m({QiQj}[q̄k q̄l ])−m({QiQj}qy ) = m(Qx [qkql ])−m(Qx q̄y )

m([QiQj ]{q̄k q̄l})−m([QiQj ]qy ) = m(Qx{qkql})−m(Qx q̄y )

m([QiQj ][q̄k q̄l ])−m([QiQj ]qy ) = m(Qx [qkql ])−m(Qx q̄y ) .

Finite mass corrections for all the states in these relations:

δm = S
~S · ~j`
2M +

K
2M

Estia Eichten Theoretical Overview of XYZ States HIEPA · Beijing · 19.02.18 10 / 38



Stability

Stable against decay to two heavy-light mesons.

Decay to doubly heavy baryon and light antibaryon?

(QiQj q̄k q̄l)→ (QiQjqm) + (q̄k q̄l q̄m)

I Starting from the HQS relation
m(QiQj q̄k q̄l)−m(QiQjqm) = m(Qxqkql)−m(Qx q̄m)

stability requires
m(Qxqkql)−m(Qx q̄m) < m(qkqlqm)

I M→∞ does not systematically improve the stability.
I m(Qxqkql)−m(Qx q̄m) has form ∆0 + ∆1/MQx .

m(Λc)−m(D) = 416.87 MeV and m(Λb)−m(B) = 340.26 MeV,
∆0 ≈ 330 MeV

I m(qkqlqm) > 938 MeV

As M →∞, stable QiQj q̄k q̄l mesons must exist

Estia Eichten Theoretical Overview of XYZ States HIEPA · Beijing · 19.02.18 11 / 38



Estimating ground-state tetraquark masses

Finite mass corrections
I Use the splittings in observed heavy-light mesons and baryons

to obtain the coefficients of the 1/M corrections

Decay thresholds
I Strong decays (QiQj q̄k q̄l) 6→ (QiQjqm) + (q̄k q̄l q̄m)
I Must consider decays to a pair of heavy–light mesons case-by-case

Doubly heavy baryons
I One doubly heavy baryon observed, Ξcc

LHCb: M(Ξ++
cc ) = 3621.40± 0.78 MeV

I At present others must come from model calculations:
We adopt Karliner & Rosner, PRD 90, 094007 (2014)

I Future: Experiment or LQCD doubly heavy baryon calculations

Estia Eichten Theoretical Overview of XYZ States HIEPA · Beijing · 19.02.18 12 / 38
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Expectations for ground-state tetraquark masses
State JP m(QiQj q̄k q̄l ) Decay Channel Q [MeV]

{cc}[ūd̄ ] 1+ 3978 D+D∗0 3876 102

{cc}[q̄k s̄] 1+ 4156 D+D∗−s 3977 179

{cc}{q̄k q̄l} 0+, 1+, 2+ 4146, 4167, 4210 D+D0,D+D∗0 3734, 3876 412, 292, 476

[bc][ūd̄ ] 0+ 7229 B−D+/B0D0 7146 83

[bc][q̄k s̄] 0+ 7406 BsD 7236 170

[bc]{q̄k q̄l} 1+ 7439 B∗D/BD∗ 7190/7290 249

{bc}[ūd̄ ] 1+ 7272 B∗D/BD∗ 7190/7290 82

{bc}[q̄k s̄] 1+ 7445 DB∗s 7282 163

{bc}{q̄k q̄l} 0+, 1+, 2+ 7461, 7472, 7493 BD/B∗D 7146/7190 317, 282, 349

{bb}[ūd̄ ] 1+ 10482 B−B̄∗0 10603 −121

{bb}[q̄k s̄] 1+ 10643 B̄B̄∗s /B̄s B̄
∗ 10695/10691 −48

{bb}{q̄k q̄l} 0+, 1+, 2+ 10674, 10681, 10695 B−B0, B−B∗0 10559, 10603 115, 78, 136

No excited states of doubly heavy tetraquark systems will be stable.

The assumption of the core QiQj being dominately a color 3̄, becomes less
reliable as we approach the lowest two heavy-light meson threshold.

Unstable doubly heavy tetraquarks near thresholds might be observable as
resonances in wrong sign BB, BD, DD modes

Karliner & Rosner model results, arXiv:1707.07666.
Q({bb}[ūd̄ ]) = −215 MeV
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Generalizing results for (meta)stable tetraquark states

All heavy quarks implies perturbative QCD applies:
{QiQj}[Q̄kQ̄l ], {QiQj}{Q̄kQ̄l}, [QiQj ][Q̄kQ̄l ], [QiQj ]{Q̄kQ̄l} with
m(Qi ) = m(Qj) = M1 ≥ m(Qk) = m(Ql) = M2 >> ΛQCD

A. Czarnecki, B. Leng & M. Voloshin model results, arXiv:1708.04595
One state (w++) bound for M2/M1 < 0.152

bbb̄b̄ not bound.
C. Hughes, E. E., & C. Davies LQCD calculation arXiv:1710.03236

Can one map out the general region of stability using LQCD?
Calculate the static energy of the heavier quarks and then use the SE.
P. Bicudo, K. Cichy, A. Peters, B. Wagenbach &M. Wagner PRD.92.014507
Fitted V (r) = −αr exp (−( r

d )p) + V0 (with p = 1.5...2)

EB ¼ −90þ46
−42 MeV ðfor mH ¼ mBÞ; ð11Þ

EB ¼ −93þ47
−43 MeV ðfor mH ¼ mbÞ: ð12Þ

These binding energies are roughly twice as large as their
combined systematic and statistical errors. In other words,
the confidence level for this udb̄ b̄ tetraquark state is around
2σ. The corresponding histogram for mH ¼ mB is shown
in Fig. 5.
To crudely quantify also the nonexistence of bound four-

quark states in the remaining channels, we determine
numerically by which factors the heavy masses mH in
the Schrödinger equation (10) have to be increased to
obtain bound states, i.e., tiny but negative energies EB [the
potentials UðrÞ are kept unchanged, i.e., we stick to the
medians for α and d from Table III]. The resulting factors
are collected in Table V. While the scalar s channel is quite
close to be able to host a bound state, the scalar c channel
and the vector channels are rather far away, since they
would require b̄ quarks approximately 1.6…3.3 times as
heavy as they are in nature. Note that the factors listed in
Table V could also be relevant for quark models aiming at
studying the binding of tetraquarks quantitatively.
In Fig. 6, we present our results in an alternative

graphical way. Binding energy isolines EBðα; dÞ ¼
constant are plotted in the α − d-plane starting at a tiny
energy EB ¼ −0.1 MeV up to rather strong binding, EB ¼ −100 MeV (gray dashed lines have been computed

with mH ¼ mBðs;cÞ , gray solid lines with mH ¼ mb). The
three plots correspond to u=d, s and c light quarks qq,
respectively. Each fit of Eq. (4) to lattice QCD b̄ b̄ potential
results (cf. the detailed discussion about systematic error
estimation for α and d in Sec. III C) is represented by a dot
(red: scalar channels; green: vector channels; crosses:
rmin ¼ 2a; boxes: rmin ¼ 3a). The extensions of these
point clouds represent the systematic uncertainties with
respect to α and d. If a point cloud is localized above or left
of the isoline with EB ¼ −0.1 MeV (approximately the
binding threshold), the corresponding four quarks qqb̄ b̄
will not form a bound state. A localization below or right of

FIG. 5 (color online). Histogram used to estimate the system-
atic error for the binding energy EB for the scalar u=d channel and
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Implication for QiQ̄jqk q̄l systems

Ground states - S waves.

Qi Q̄j color (1, 8) spin (0, 1) (Quarkonium-like)

By a similar argument as above applied to QiQj q̄k q̄l

For small Qi − Q̄j separation the interaction is attractive in the color
1 and repulsive for the color 8.

The effective potential for color 1 is given by VQQ̄(R). (LQCD)

In a full-strength Cornell potential, rms core radii are small on
tetraquark scale: 〈r2〉1/2 = 0.24 fm (cc); 0.21 fm (bc); 0.14 fm (bb).

For large Qi − Q̄j separation the light quarks mostly shield the color and the

system rearranges into two heavy-light mesons.
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Implication for QiQ̄jqk q̄l systems

As m(Qi ),m(Qj)→∞ the ground state of Qi Q̄jqk q̄l has the properties:

The heavy-antiquark quarks are attracted close together in a color 1̄

The tetraquark state becomes stable against decay into two
heavy-light mesons.
(eg. m(Qi iqk q̄k)− 2m(Qi q̄k) = ∆− ( 2

3αs)2m(Qi ) + O( 1
m(Qi )

)

with ∆ fixed)

But stability would requires m(Qi Q̄jqk q̄l) < m(Qi Q̄j) + m(qk q̄l) .
NO ARGUMENT FOR STABILITY.

Hence:

A cc̄ tetraquark resonance would have a
corresponding state in the bb̄ system significantly lower
(relative to the associated heavy-light threshold.)
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Threshold States

Why was the X(3872) so surprising?

[m(D0) + m(D̄0∗)]−m(X (3872)) ≈ 0 [to O(0.1 MeV)]

Narrow: Γ < 1.2 MeV

JPC = 1++ suggests it could be the 23P1(cc̄) charmonium state

Decay X (3872)→ J/ψ + π + π is dominated by J/ψ + ρ.
Large isospin violation.
X (3872)→ψ′+γ
X (3872)→J/ψ+γ

= 2.6± 0.6

After 15 years aspects of the X(3872)
are still not fully understood
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cc̄ States (LQCD)

Study elastic scattering using Luscher’s

LQCD finite size method.

Nucl. Phys B 339 (1990) 222

Padmanath, Lang and Prelovesek find:
I A pole appears just below

threshold in the JPC = 1++ I = 0
channel

I But requires both the (cc̄) and
the DD̄∗ components

I Suggests there is a significant
(cc̄) component of the X(3872)

I No pole observed in the I = 1
channel or the I = 0 (DsD̄

∗
s )

channels

Promising future method

X(3872) and Y(4140) using diquark-antidiquark operators with lattice QCD M. Padmanath
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Figure 1: The I=0 spectrum with JPC = 1++ with u/d valence quarks. The energies are shown as En =

Elatn −mlat
s.a. +mexp

s.a.. The two-meson non-interacting levels and experimental thresholds are displayed as
horizontal lines, where the colored bands indicate the σ width. (a) The middle block shows the discrete
spectrum determined from our lattice simulation, while the right-hand block shows the spectrumwe obtained
with the [c̄q̄][cq] operators excluded from our analysis. The left-hand block shows the physical thresholds
and possible experimental candidates χc1, X(3872) and X(3940). The violet error-bars for experimental
candidates show the uncertainties in the energy and the black error-bars show its width. (b) The left block
shows the spectrum from interpolator basis containing all kinds of operators. The middle block shows the
spectrum after excluding c̄c kind of operators. The right hand side block is the spectrum extracted purely
from c̄c kind of operators. The OMM

17 = χc1(0)σ(0) is excluded from the basis to achieve better signals and
clear comparison.

and second panel from left of Figure 1(b). This indicates that the importance of c̄c interpolators for
lattice candidate of X(3872), while the [c̄q̄][cq] structure alone does not produce it. Furthermore,
it also indicates the significance of c̄c and DD̄∗ operators in determining the position of these
two levels, while the O4q doesn’t have any significant implications on them. We extract the DD∗

scattering matrix S(E) at two energy values En=2,6 using Lüscher’s relation. The scattering matrix
is interpolated near the threshold and a pole just below threshold is found [4]. The results indicate
a shallow bound state immediately below DD̄∗ threshold, interpreted as experimentally observed
X(3872). The extracted mass and binding energy of X(3872) indicate that it is insensitive to the
[c̄q̄][cq] interpolators. The mass of X(3872) was determined along these lines for the first time in
Ref. [10], where this channel was studied in a smaller energy range on the same ensemble without
[c̄q̄][cq] interpolators. All other extracted levels are identified with different two meson scattering
channels.

Figure 2(a) shows the I=1 spectrum with JPC = 1++ and quark content c̄cd̄u. All the eigen-
states have dominant overlap with the two-meson interpolators. The spectrum shows very little
influence on the inclusion of [c̄q̄][cq], which is evident from Figure 2(a). Our results do not give ev-
idence for a charged or neutral X(3872) with I = 1 or other charged exotic mesons like Zc(4050)+

and Zc(4250)+.
Figure 2(b) shows the I=0, JPC = 1++ charmonium spectrum with hidden strange quarks.
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Figure 2: (a) The I=1 spectrum with JPC = 1++ and (b) the I=0 spectrum with JPC = 1++ with hidden
strange valence quarks. The experimental candidates shown are (a) Z+

c (4050) and Z+
c (4250) and (b) χc1,

X(3872), Y (4140) and Y (4274). For further details see Figure 1.

We identify the two low lying states represented by squares to be χc1(1P) and the level related
to X(3872). The remaining four levels are identified with the DsD̄∗

s and J/ψφ scattering levels
based on overlap factors and behavior of the spectrum on omitting these operators. Thus we find
no levels that could be related to the Y (4140) or any other exotic structure below 4.2 GeV. Note
that existence and the quantum numbers of most of the XYZ’s are not yet settled from experiments.
Therefore it is possible that the absence of additional levels in our studies is due to the fact that we
explored the channel JP = 1++ only.

5. Conclusions

In this talk, we report the results from our lattice investigation of charmonium spectra with
JPC = 1++ and three different quark contents: c̄cd̄u, c̄c(ūu+ d̄d) and c̄cs̄s, where the later two
can mix with c̄c. These calculations were performed on Nf = 2 dynamical gauge configurations
with mπ ≃ 266 MeV. Using a large number of interpolators, including [c̄q̄]3c [cq]3̄c , [c̄q̄]6̄c [cq]6c ,
(c̄q)1c(q̄c)1c , (c̄c)1c(q̄q)1c and (c̄c)1c , we extract the spectra up to 4.2 GeV. We identify and extract
the lattice estimate for χc1 and X(3872), while all the remaining eigenstates are related to the
expected two-meson scattering channels. The c̄c Fock component in X(3872) appears to be more
important than the [c̄q̄][cq], since we find a candidate for X(3872) only if c̄c interpolating fields are
used. No additional levels were observed in the I = 1 spectra with quark content c̄cd̄u, which could
have implied lattice candidate for charged or neutral X(3872). Future simulations with broken
isospin could be crucial for this channel. We also do not find a candidate for Y (4140) or any
other exotic charmonium-like structure. Our search for the exotic states assumes an appearance
of an additional energy eigenstate on the lattice, which is a typical manifestation for conventional
hadrons. Further analytic work is needed to establish whether this working assumption applies also
for several coupled channels and all exotic structures of interest.
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XYZ States and the 23PJ(cc̄) States

The χc2(2P) has IG (JPC ) = 0+(2++)

M = 3927.2± 2.6 and Γ = 24± 6 (MeV)

Possible χc0(2P) seen in J/ψDD̄

M = 3862+26
−32

+40
−13 and Γ = 201+154

−67
+88
−22 (MeV)

K. Chilikin, el al. (Belle Collaboration), [arXiv:1704.01872]

Supports the charmonium view that the

X (3872) has a large χc1(2P) component.

What about the X(3915)?

Count states. Dynamics is complicate. No
simple model is adequate.

I Possible true tetraquark states
I Many thresholds in e+e− opening in

region below 4.0 GeV [total 8]
F D0D̄0, (D0D̄0∗ + D0∗D̄0),

D+D−, (D±D∓∗ + D±∗D∓),

Ds D̄s , (Ds D̄
∗
s + D∗s D̄s )

solid dashed

Brief Article

The Author

March 10, 2018

State EFG DLGZ BGS LQCD

23P2 3949 3927 3937 3927 3979 3927 4048 3927

21P1 3926 3904 3916 3906 3956 3904 4024 3904

23P1 3906 3884 3914 3904 3953 3901 4021 3900

23P0 3870 3848 3848 3838 3916 3864 3972 3881

Table 1: Sample calculations of 2P states: (EFG [1111.0454], DLGZ [1609.00287],
BGS[hep-ph/0505002] and LQCD[1610.01073])
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dg u. .(p) = - ——5(p) .c dp

Thus we obtain
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dQ &nr„n o= —— p&pu, z(p)—&(p)
n'=1 c 0 dp

1—u„i(0+ )

(BV)

=0 (B8)
for L = 0, 1, 2, . . ., which proves (B2).
The sum rule (83) can be derived by a similar

argument. We have only to note that

u.,(p) = PR.,(p)
and

e(t) —-', t'

for t-0.
APPENDIX C. DERIVATION OF FORMULA (3.1&)

In this appendix we derive the charm contribu-
tion, to the ratio R in e'e annihilation. The ratio

, ~ due to charm is given. by
67T

~R(W) = —p,(W), (Cl)

K

FIG. 12. Matrix elements for some hindered Ml trans-
itions as functions of E= (ka/2)(m, a) ~~ for the case X=0.

where q' = R" and
-(a ~'- e, e.)p.(iv)

d4xe"" 0 j x j„0 0
charm '

(C2)

order of magnitude and of opposite sign (see Ta-
ble IV).
Proof of (B2): Consider the completeness re-

lation for L'=0:

8 0 P 0 ~0 P 6 P P
n'=1

(B4)

Differentiating this with respect to p', we obtain

'M g0 P ZE„,0 P = — Q P—P

= ——&(p- p')
dp

Now, for linear potentials only, we get

(B5)

d u„.,(p') = c = const. independent of n'.
dp pi 0

(B6)
From (B5) and (B6) we find

Thus our task is to calculate p, (W).
Since quarks are confined in our model, e'e an-

nihilation into hadrons proceeds through the pro-
duction of spin-1 cc bound states. Let us first
evaluate the. matrix elements of the electromag-
netic current j, between the vacuum and these
bound states. Expanding the bound states as in
(3.29), and expressing j, in terms of the quark
creation and destruction operators, we find that

. 6 i/2
g, x ~j,(0) ~0)=

( ), e,e„(X)|tj„(0),

where ~n, X) is the nth cc bound state at'rest with
polarization X, &,(X) is the polarization vector,
and $„(0) is the spatial wave function at the origin.
Since $„(0) vanishes for nonzero-orbital-angular-
momentum states, only S states contribute to the
matrix element (C3).
Next, let us introduce a phenomenologica1. field,
Q„„(x), associated with each bound state n'S, .
Then, using the matrix elements (C3) as coeffic-
ients, w'e can express the electromagnetic current,j, as a linear combination of these fields:
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Next, let us introduce a phenomenologica1. field,
Q„„(x), associated with each bound state n'S, .
Then, using the matrix elements (C3) as coeffic-
ients, w'e can express the electromagnetic current,j, as a linear combination of these fields:

QCD - perturbative 
 Q, g

QCD - hadronic      
A,B (QQ) , C (QQg) 

H1,H2(Qq)

+X X

➔

➔

+

X X

➔

➔

+

X X

➔

➔

+

+

∑A,C

A BH1 

H2

∑A,H1,H2,B

Simple expansion 
near threshold.    

Simple expansion far 
above threshold.    

≣

X X

➔

➔

+

+

➔

➔

XX
A

XX
C

+
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2P(cc̄) Shifts :Ω(W )
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X(3872)

RA = Im([W −M − Ω(W )]−1)

Add a small intrinsic decay width

(1 MeV) for non-OZI decays

Vary the bare mass M in 50 steps

of 5 MeV/step.

First step has pole below threshold

(3.8618 GeV).
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Expectations for the Xb(10, 604): If Xc(3872) is a molecular state:

State at threshold as in cc̄

I = 0

If Xc(3872) is only associated with the nearby 23P1 and free
heavy-light loops:

The 23P1 is more than 70 MeV below threshold.

No state will be observed at BB∗ threshold
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bb̄

for the 23P1 charmonium state but counter to predictions for
molecules (Swanson, 2004b; Dong et al., 2011).
At present and as pointed out by Braaten and Lu

(2007), it seems likely that the X ð3872Þ is a quantum
mechanical mixture of a tightly bound cc̄ core in 23P1

configuration and a moleculelike DD̄# combination. This
idea was verified by detailed computations in Coito, Rupp,
and van Beveren (2013) and Takeuchi, Shimizu, and
Takizawa (2014); the latter found that the bulk of the
DD̄# binding comes from the coupling between the cc̄
core and the DD̄# components and not much comes from
the mutual attraction between the D and the D̄#, which is
the key feature of deuson models. In this picture for the
X ð3872Þ, its prompt production in high-energy hadron
collisions and radiative decays to the ψ 0 proceed via the cc̄
core component of the X ð3872Þ and, thus, have character-
istics that are similar to those expected for the χ0c1.
The bulk of the extensive theoretical literature on non-

standard hadrons is on molecular models (Braaten and
Kusunoki, 2004; Pakvasa and Suzuki, 2004; Voloshin,
2004; Fleming et al., 2007; Zhu, 2008; Gamermann and
Oset, 2009; Molina and Oset, 2009; Zhang, Meng, and Zheng,
2009; Sun et al., 2012; Wang, Hanhart, and Zhao, 2013;
Polosa, 2015; Karliner and Rosner, 2016a; Guo et al., 2018).
In these, binding is provided by pion- and other light-meson-

exchange forces. Since the binding provided by these forces is
not expected to be very large, molecular states are expected to
be near the masses of their constituent hadrons and have
appropriate S-wave JPC quantum numbers. This is the case for
the Zbð10610Þ and Zbð10650Þ, which are within a few MeVof
the BB̄# and B#B̄# thresholds, respectively, and applies
reasonably well to the Zcð3900Þ and Zcð4020Þ, which are
24 and 5 MeV above the DD̄# and D#D̄# thresholds,
respectively. However, the interpretation of these states as
molecules is controversial. Peaks at masses that are slightly
above threshold are dangerously similar to expectations for
kinematically induced cusps (Bugg, 2011; Blitz and Lebed,
2015; Swanson, 2016) [see Fig. 8(b) and related text].
Anomalous triangle singularities are another mechanism that
can produce above-threshold peaks that are not related to a
physical resonance (Chen, Liu, and Matsuki, 2013).
Moreover, unlike the X ð3872Þ, no evidence for these states
has been found in lattice QCD calculations (Prelovsek and
Leskovec, 2013; Prelovsek et al., 2015; Ikeda et al., 2016; Lee
et al., 2014). On the other hand, detailed studies of the
BESIII’s Zcð3900Þ → J=ψπ and DD̄# signals (Guo et al.,
2015) and Belle’s corresponding Zb signals (Albaladejo et al.,
2016; Guo et al., 2016; Pilloni et al., 2017) show that the
observed peaks can be identified as virtual states with
associated poles in the complex scattering t matrices.
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FIG. 61. The current status of the bottomoniumlike spectrum.The dashed (red) lines indicate the expected states and their masses based
on recent calculations (Godfrey and Moats, 2015) based on the Godfrey-Isgur relativized potential model (Godfrey and Isgur, 1985).
The solid (black) horizontal lines indicate the experimentally established charmonium states, with masses and spin-parity (JPC) quantum
number assignments from Patrignani et al. (2016), and labeled by their spectroscopic assignment. The open-flavor decay channel
thresholds are shown with longer solid (brown) horizontal lines. The candidates for exotic bottomoniumlike states are also shown with
shorter solid (blue or magenta) horizontal lines with labels reflecting their most commonly used names. The known photon and hadron
transitions are also indicated (see the caption of Fig. 60).

Olsen, Skwarnicki, and Zieminska: Nonstandard heavy mesons and baryons: …

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 90, No. 1, January–March 2018 015003-48

S. L. Olsen, T. Skwarnicki, D. Zieminska, Reviews of Modern Physics 90, 1 (2018)
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Charged States

Z±
b (10610),Z±

b (10650) IG (JP) = 1−(1+)

Z±
b

(10610): M = 10607.2± 2.0, Γ = 18.4± 2.4

Channel BR(%)

B+B̄∗0 + B̄0B∗+ 82.6± 2.9± 2.3

Υ(1S)π+ 0.60± 0.17± 0.07

Υ(2S)π+ 4.05± 0.81± 0.58

Υ(3S)π+ 2.40± 0.58± 0.36

hb(1P)π+ 4.26± 1.28± 1.10

hb(2P)π+ 6.08± 2.15± 1.63

Z±
b

(10650) : M = 10652.2± 1.5, Γ = 11.5± 2.2

Channel BR(%)

B∗+B̄∗0 + B̄∗0B∗+ 82.6± 2.9± 2.3

Υ(1S)π+ 0.60± 0.17± 0.07

Υ(2S)π+ 4.05± 0.81± 0.58

Υ(3S)π+ 2.40± 0.58± 0.36

hb(1P)π+ 4.26± 1.28± 1.10

hb(2P)π+ 6.08± 2.15± 1.63

Comments:

I States only 3 MeV above threshold.

I Isopsin violation effects tiny

I HQS guarantees the analogy states cc̄ and bb̄ at the

same thresholds.

4

√
(
√

s − EBπ)2/c4 − P 2
Bπ/c2, where EBπ and PBπ are

the measured energy and momentum of the reconstructed
Bπ combination. Signal e+e− → BB∗π events produce
a narrow peak in the Mmiss(Bπ) spectrum around the
nominal B∗ mass while e+e− → B∗B∗π events produce
a peak at mB∗ + ∆mB∗ , where ∆mB∗ = mB∗ − mB,
due to the missed photon from the B∗ → Bγ decay. It
is important to note here that, according to signal MC,
BB∗π events, where the reconstructed B is the one from
the B∗, produce a peak in the Mmiss(Bπ) distribution at
virtually the same position as BB∗π events, where the
reconstructed B is the primary one. To remove the cor-
relation between Mmiss(Bπ) and M(B) and to improve
the resolution, we use M∗

miss = Mmiss(Bπ)+M(B)−mB

instead of Mmiss(Bπ). The M∗
miss distribution for the RS

combinations is shown in Fig. 1(b), where peaks corre-
sponding to the BB∗π and B∗B∗π signals are evident.
Combinations with π+ — the wrong sign (WS) combina-
tions — are used to evaluate the shape of the combinato-
rial background. There is also a hint for a peaking struc-
ture in the WS M∗

miss distribution, shown as a hatched
histogram in Fig. 1(b). Due to B0 − B̄0 oscillations, we
expect a fraction of the produced B0 mesons to decay as
B̄0 given by 0.5x2

d/(1 + x2
d) = 0.1861 ± 0.0024, where xd

is the B0 mixing parameter [11].

Note that the momentum spectrum of B mesons
produced in events with initial-state radiation (ISR),
e+e− → γBB̄, overlaps significantly with that for B
mesons from the three-body e+e− → B(∗)B(∗)π pro-
cesses. However, ISR events do not produce peaking
structures in the M∗

miss distribution.

A binned maximum likelihood fit is performed to fit
the M∗

miss distribution to the sum of three Gaussian func-
tions to represent three possible signals and two threshold
components Ak(xk − x)αk exp{(x − xk)/δk} (k = 1, 2) to
parameterize the qq̄ and two-body B(∗)B̄(∗) backgrounds.
The means and widths of the signal Gaussian functions
are fixed from the signal MC simulation. The parameters
Ak, αk, δk of the background functions are free parame-
ters of the fit; the threshold parameters xk are fixed from
the generic MC. ISR events produce an M∗

miss distribu-
tion similar to that for qq̄ events; these two components
are modeled by a single threshold function. The reso-
lution of the signal peaks in Fig. 1(c) is dominated by
the c.m. energy spread and is fixed at 6.5 MeV/c2 as
determined from the signal MC. The fit to the RS spec-
trum yields NBBπ = 13 ± 25, NBB∗π = 357 ± 30 and
NB∗B∗π = 161 ± 21 signal events. The statistical signif-
icance of the observed BB∗π and B∗B∗π signal is 9.3σ
and 8.1σ, respectively. The statistical significance is cal-
culated as

√
−2 ln(L0/Lsig), where Lsig and L0 denote

the likelihood values obtained with the nominal fit and
with the signal yield fixed at zero, respectively.

For the subsequent analysis, we require |M∗
miss −

mB∗ | < 15 MeV/c2 to select BB∗π signal events and
|M∗

miss − (mB∗ + ∆mB)| < 12 MeV/c2, where ∆mB =

0
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FIG. 2. The Mmiss(π) distribution for the (a) BB∗π and (b)
B∗B∗π candidate events.

mB∗ − mB , to select B∗B∗π events. For the se-
lected B∗B(∗)π candidates, we calculate Mmiss(π) =√

(
√

s − Eπ)2/c4 − P 2
π/c2, where Eπ and Pπ are the re-

constructed energy and momentum, respectively, of the
charged pion in the c.m. frame. The Mmiss(π) distribu-
tions are shown in Fig. 2 [12]. We perform a simulta-
neous binned maximum likelihood fit to the RS and WS
samples, assuming the same number and distribution of
background events in both samples and known fraction
of signal events in the RS sample that leaks to the WS
sample due to mixing. To fit the Mmiss(π) spectrum, we
use the function

F (m) = [fsigS(m) + B(m)]ϵ(m)FPHSP(m), (1)

where m ≡ Mmiss(π); fsig = 1.0 (0.1105 ± 0.0016, [13])
for the RS (WS) sample; S(m) and B(m) are the signal
and background PDFs, respectively; and FPHSP(m) is the
phase space function. To account for the instrumental
resolution, we smear the function F (m) with a Gaussian
function. The reconstruction efficiency is parametrized
as ϵ(m) ∼ exp((m − m0)/∆)(1 − m/m0)

3/4, where m0 =
10.718±0.001 GeV/c2 is an efficiency threshold and ∆ =
0.094 ± 0.002 GeV/c2.

The distribution of background events is parameter-
ized as BB(∗)B∗π(m) = b0e

−βδm , where b0 and β are fit
parameters and δm = m−(mB(∗) +mB∗). A general form
of the signal PDF is written as

S(m) = |AZb(10610) + AZb(10650) + Anr|2, (2)

where Anr = anre
iφnr is the non-resonant amplitude

parameterized as a complex constant and the two Zb
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Z±
c (3885),Z±,0

c (4020) IG (JP) = 1−(1+)

Z±c (3885): M = 3886.6± 2.4, Γ = 28.1± 2.6

Channel Ratio DD̄∗/X
D+D̄∗0 + D̄0D∗+ 1

J/ψπ+ 6.2± 1.1± 2.7

hc (1P)π+ not yet observed

Z±,0
c (4020) : M = 4024.1± 1.9, Γ = 13± 5

Channel Ratio D∗D̄∗/X
D∗+D̄∗0 + D̄∗0D∗+ 1

J/ψπ+ 12± 5

hc (1P)π+ not yet observed

ψ(2S)π+ not yet observed

Comments:

I States less than 10 MeV above threshold.

I Small isopsin violation effects.

 Zc+(3885)  and  Zc+(4020)
• Charmonium-like states:  e+e- —> π+ π- J/ѱ  at √s = 4.26 GeV   [Y(4260)] 

• Zc(3885) , Zc(4020)  both have  IG (JP) = 1- (1+).    

• As expected by HQS between the bottomonium and charmonium systems
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respectively. The pole position of this peak is calculated to be Mpole = 3883.9 ± 1.5 ± 4.2 MeV
and Γpole = 24.8±3.3±11.0 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second systematic.

The mass and width of the peak observed in DD∗ final state agree with that of Zc(3900).
Thus, they are quite probably the same state. From the production cross section measurement,
we also obtained Γ[Zc(3900)→DD∗]

Γ[Zc(3900)→πJ/ψ] = 6.2 ± 1.1stat ± 2.7sys. That means Zc(3900) has a much

stronger coupling to DD∗ than πJ/ψ. Further study of production angle distribution shows the
DD∗ peak favor JP = 1+ assignment.

4 Zc(4020) and Zc(4025)

Using about 3.3 fb−1 data, we also try to search charged charmoniumlike state in the e+e− →
π+π−hc process11. The hc resonance is reconstructed through its radiative decay hc → γηc (with
∼ 50% branching ratio), and ηc resonance is reconstructed through 16 exclusive hadron decay
channels (with ∼ 40% branching ratios). After events selection, clear e+e− → π+π−hc signal
events are observed, and the e+e− CM energy dependent production cross section σB(e+e− →
π+π−hc) is measured, which is at the same order of that π+π−J/ψ 5,6,9.

By further checking the π±hc invariant mass distribution, a resonant structure was observed,
as shown in Fig. 2 (left). The measured mass is M = 4022.9 ± 0.8 ± 2.7 MeV and width is
Γ = 7.9 ± 2.7 ± 2.6 MeV for the resonance (denoted as Zc(4020)), where the first errors are
statistical and the second systematic. The significance of Zc(4020) is estimated to be > 8.9σ.
And the production cross section σB(e+e− → π+Zc(4020)

− → π+π−hc) is measured to be
∼ 10 pb level at e+e− CM energy 4.23, 4.26, 4.36 GeV. The Zc(3900) state is also searched, but
find to be not significant in π+π−hc process.
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Figure 2 – M(π±hc) (left) invariant mass distribution for e+e− → π+π−hc data events and M(D∗D∗) (right)
invariant mass distribution for e+e− → π+(D∗D∗)− data events. Dots with error bars are data. The solid curves
in both panel are fit results, the dashed curve in left panel is background and in the right panel is signal.

Being near D∗D∗ mass threshold, the Zc(4020) state is also quite possible to be cou-
pling to D∗D∗. Using 827 pb−1 data collected at

√
s = 4.26 GeV, BESIII has studied the

e+e− → π+(D∗D∗)− (here charge conjugation is always implied) process 12. In order to in-
crease statistics, partial reconstruction technique is also employed. The primary charged pion,
one D meson from charged D∗ decay, and at least one π0 from D∗ decay are detected. The final
4-momentum of (D∗D∗) system is determined from e+e− initial momentum minus the primary
pion momentum, due to strict momentum conservation.

Figure 2 (right) shows the (D∗D∗) invariant mass distribution. There is obvious excess for
data events distribution over background estimation. We assume this enhancement is due to a
resonant structure, and labeled it as Zc(4025). The measured mass is M = 4026.3±2.6±3.7 MeV,
and width is Γ = 24.8 ± 5.6 ± 7.7 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second
systematic. The significance of Zc(4025) is estimated to be 13σ.

BESIII  Z. Lin  

[arXiv:1504.06102]

2 Observation of Zc(3900) at BESIII

The BESIII detector has collected 525 pb−1 data at e+e− central-of-mass (CM) energy (4.260±
0.001) GeV. With this data sample, we analyze the e+e− → π+π−J/ψ process 5. The Drift
Chamber is used to catch 4 charged tracks (π+π−ℓ+ℓ−), and the calorimeter is used to separate

electrons and muons. We use the published Belle 6 and BABAR 9 e+e− → π+π−J/ψ cross
section line shapes to do radiative correction. The Born order cross section at

√
s = 4.260 GeV

is measured to be σB(e+e− → π+π−J/ψ) = (62.9± 1.9± 3.7) pb. The good agreement between

BESIII, Belle 6 and BABAR 9 for π+π−J/ψ cross section measurement confirms the BESIII
analysis is valid and unbiased.

After obtained the cross section, we turn to investigate the intermediate state in Y (4260) →
π+π−J/ψ decays. We got 1595 π+π−J/ψ signal events with a purity of ∼90%. The Dalizt plot
of Y (4260) → π+π−J/ψ signal events shows interesting structures both in the π+π− system and
π±J/ψ system. In the π±J/ψ mass distribution, a new resonance at around 3.9 GeV/c2 (called
Zc(3900) hereafter) was observed. For the π+π− mass distribution, there are also interested
structures, which can be modeled well by 0++ resonance σ(500), f0(980) and non-resonant S-
wave π+π− amplitude. The D-wave π+π− amplitude is found to be small in data and they
also do not form peaks in the M(π±J/ψ) mass spectrum. To extract the resonant parameters
of Zc(3900), we use 1-dimensional unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the Mmax(π±J/ψ) mass
distribution (the larger one of M(π+J/ψ) and M(π−J/ψ) mass combination in each event),
which is an effective way to avoid Zc(3900)

+ and Zc(3900)
− components cross counting. Figure 1

(left) shows the fit results, with M [Zc(3900)] = (3899.0 ± 3.6 ± 4.9) MeV/c2, and Γ[Zc(3900)] =
(46±10±20) MeV. Here the first errors are statistical and the second systematic. The significance
of Zc(3900) signal is estimated to be > 8σ in all kinds of systematic checks.
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Figure 1 – Fit to the Mmax(Zc(3900) → π±J/ψ) (left) and M(Zc(3900) → D0D∗−) (middle) and M(Zc(3900) →
D+D̄∗0) (right) invariant mass distribution as described in the text. Dots with error bars are data, the solid
curves show the total fit and the dashed curves are backgrounds contribution.

3 e+e− → π+(DD∗)−+c.c.

The mass of Zc(3900) is a bit above DD∗ mass threshold, which motivates an assumption
that Zc(3900) can coupling to DD∗. The BESIII Collaboration has performed the analysis

of e+e− → π+(DD∗)− (here charge conjugation is always implied) with 525 pb−1 data 10.
The (DD∗)− system contains two combination: D0D∗− and D−D∗0. In order to obtain more
statistics, a good choice is to employed the partial reconstruction technique. The primary π+

and D meson are required to be detected, while the D∗ meson is missing. The final 4-momentum
of DD∗ system is obtained through e+e− initial momentum minus pion momentum, which is due
to strict momentum conservation. Figure 1 (middle, right) shows the obtained DD∗ invariant
mass distributions. An obvious peak is observed near DD∗ mass threshold, which corresponds
to a resonance. An unbinned maximum likelihood fit gives mass M = 3889.1 ± 1.8 MeV and
width Γ = 28.1 ± 4.1 MeV (3891.8 ± 1.8 MeV and 27.8 ± 3.9 MeV) for the two data sets,

respectively. The pole position of this peak is calculated to be Mpole = 3883.9 ± 1.5 ± 4.2 MeV
and Γpole = 24.8±3.3±11.0 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second systematic.

The mass and width of the peak observed in DD∗ final state agree with that of Zc(3900).
Thus, they are quite probably the same state. From the production cross section measurement,
we also obtained Γ[Zc(3900)→DD∗]

Γ[Zc(3900)→πJ/ψ] = 6.2 ± 1.1stat ± 2.7sys. That means Zc(3900) has a much

stronger coupling to DD∗ than πJ/ψ. Further study of production angle distribution shows the
DD∗ peak favor JP = 1+ assignment.

4 Zc(4020) and Zc(4025)

Using about 3.3 fb−1 data, we also try to search charged charmoniumlike state in the e+e− →
π+π−hc process11. The hc resonance is reconstructed through its radiative decay hc → γηc (with
∼ 50% branching ratio), and ηc resonance is reconstructed through 16 exclusive hadron decay
channels (with ∼ 40% branching ratios). After events selection, clear e+e− → π+π−hc signal
events are observed, and the e+e− CM energy dependent production cross section σB(e+e− →
π+π−hc) is measured, which is at the same order of that π+π−J/ψ 5,6,9.

By further checking the π±hc invariant mass distribution, a resonant structure was observed,
as shown in Fig. 2 (left). The measured mass is M = 4022.9 ± 0.8 ± 2.7 MeV and width is
Γ = 7.9 ± 2.7 ± 2.6 MeV for the resonance (denoted as Zc(4020)), where the first errors are
statistical and the second systematic. The significance of Zc(4020) is estimated to be > 8.9σ.
And the production cross section σB(e+e− → π+Zc(4020)

− → π+π−hc) is measured to be
∼ 10 pb level at e+e− CM energy 4.23, 4.26, 4.36 GeV. The Zc(3900) state is also searched, but
find to be not significant in π+π−hc process.
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Figure 2 – M(π±hc) (left) invariant mass distribution for e+e− → π+π−hc data events and M(D∗D∗) (right)
invariant mass distribution for e+e− → π+(D∗D∗)− data events. Dots with error bars are data. The solid curves
in both panel are fit results, the dashed curve in left panel is background and in the right panel is signal.

Being near D∗D∗ mass threshold, the Zc(4020) state is also quite possible to be cou-
pling to D∗D∗. Using 827 pb−1 data collected at

√
s = 4.26 GeV, BESIII has studied the

e+e− → π+(D∗D∗)− (here charge conjugation is always implied) process 12. In order to in-
crease statistics, partial reconstruction technique is also employed. The primary charged pion,
one D meson from charged D∗ decay, and at least one π0 from D∗ decay are detected. The final
4-momentum of (D∗D∗) system is determined from e+e− initial momentum minus the primary
pion momentum, due to strict momentum conservation.

Figure 2 (right) shows the (D∗D∗) invariant mass distribution. There is obvious excess for
data events distribution over background estimation. We assume this enhancement is due to a
resonant structure, and labeled it as Zc(4025). The measured mass is M = 4026.3±2.6±3.7 MeV,
and width is Γ = 24.8 ± 5.6 ± 7.7 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second
systematic. The significance of Zc(4025) is estimated to be 13σ.
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events are observed, and the e+e− CM energy dependent production cross section σB(e+e− →
π+π−hc) is measured, which is at the same order of that π+π−J/ψ 5,6,9.
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− → π+π−hc) is measured to be
∼ 10 pb level at e+e− CM energy 4.23, 4.26, 4.36 GeV. The Zc(3900) state is also searched, but
find to be not significant in π+π−hc process.
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Being near D∗D∗ mass threshold, the Zc(4020) state is also quite possible to be cou-
pling to D∗D∗. Using 827 pb−1 data collected at

√
s = 4.26 GeV, BESIII has studied the

e+e− → π+(D∗D∗)− (here charge conjugation is always implied) process 12. In order to in-
crease statistics, partial reconstruction technique is also employed. The primary charged pion,
one D meson from charged D∗ decay, and at least one π0 from D∗ decay are detected. The final
4-momentum of (D∗D∗) system is determined from e+e− initial momentum minus the primary
pion momentum, due to strict momentum conservation.

Figure 2 (right) shows the (D∗D∗) invariant mass distribution. There is obvious excess for
data events distribution over background estimation. We assume this enhancement is due to a
resonant structure, and labeled it as Zc(4025). The measured mass is M = 4026.3±2.6±3.7 MeV,
and width is Γ = 24.8 ± 5.6 ± 7.7 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second
systematic. The significance of Zc(4025) is estimated to be 13σ.

respectively. The pole position of this peak is calculated to be Mpole = 3883.9 ± 1.5 ± 4.2 MeV
and Γpole = 24.8±3.3±11.0 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second systematic.

The mass and width of the peak observed in DD∗ final state agree with that of Zc(3900).
Thus, they are quite probably the same state. From the production cross section measurement,
we also obtained Γ[Zc(3900)→DD∗]

Γ[Zc(3900)→πJ/ψ] = 6.2 ± 1.1stat ± 2.7sys. That means Zc(3900) has a much

stronger coupling to DD∗ than πJ/ψ. Further study of production angle distribution shows the
DD∗ peak favor JP = 1+ assignment.
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Using about 3.3 fb−1 data, we also try to search charged charmoniumlike state in the e+e− →
π+π−hc process11. The hc resonance is reconstructed through its radiative decay hc → γηc (with
∼ 50% branching ratio), and ηc resonance is reconstructed through 16 exclusive hadron decay
channels (with ∼ 40% branching ratios). After events selection, clear e+e− → π+π−hc signal
events are observed, and the e+e− CM energy dependent production cross section σB(e+e− →
π+π−hc) is measured, which is at the same order of that π+π−J/ψ 5,6,9.

By further checking the π±hc invariant mass distribution, a resonant structure was observed,
as shown in Fig. 2 (left). The measured mass is M = 4022.9 ± 0.8 ± 2.7 MeV and width is
Γ = 7.9 ± 2.7 ± 2.6 MeV for the resonance (denoted as Zc(4020)), where the first errors are
statistical and the second systematic. The significance of Zc(4020) is estimated to be > 8.9σ.
And the production cross section σB(e+e− → π+Zc(4020)

− → π+π−hc) is measured to be
∼ 10 pb level at e+e− CM energy 4.23, 4.26, 4.36 GeV. The Zc(3900) state is also searched, but
find to be not significant in π+π−hc process.
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invariant mass distribution for e+e− → π+(D∗D∗)− data events. Dots with error bars are data. The solid curves
in both panel are fit results, the dashed curve in left panel is background and in the right panel is signal.

Being near D∗D∗ mass threshold, the Zc(4020) state is also quite possible to be cou-
pling to D∗D∗. Using 827 pb−1 data collected at

√
s = 4.26 GeV, BESIII has studied the

e+e− → π+(D∗D∗)− (here charge conjugation is always implied) process 12. In order to in-
crease statistics, partial reconstruction technique is also employed. The primary charged pion,
one D meson from charged D∗ decay, and at least one π0 from D∗ decay are detected. The final
4-momentum of (D∗D∗) system is determined from e+e− initial momentum minus the primary
pion momentum, due to strict momentum conservation.

Figure 2 (right) shows the (D∗D∗) invariant mass distribution. There is obvious excess for
data events distribution over background estimation. We assume this enhancement is due to a
resonant structure, and labeled it as Zc(4025). The measured mass is M = 4026.3±2.6±3.7 MeV,
and width is Γ = 24.8 ± 5.6 ± 7.7 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second
systematic. The significance of Zc(4025) is estimated to be 13σ.

respectively. The pole position of this peak is calculated to be Mpole = 3883.9 ± 1.5 ± 4.2 MeV
and Γpole = 24.8±3.3±11.0 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second systematic.

The mass and width of the peak observed in DD∗ final state agree with that of Zc(3900).
Thus, they are quite probably the same state. From the production cross section measurement,
we also obtained Γ[Zc(3900)→DD∗]

Γ[Zc(3900)→πJ/ψ] = 6.2 ± 1.1stat ± 2.7sys. That means Zc(3900) has a much

stronger coupling to DD∗ than πJ/ψ. Further study of production angle distribution shows the
DD∗ peak favor JP = 1+ assignment.
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Using about 3.3 fb−1 data, we also try to search charged charmoniumlike state in the e+e− →
π+π−hc process11. The hc resonance is reconstructed through its radiative decay hc → γηc (with
∼ 50% branching ratio), and ηc resonance is reconstructed through 16 exclusive hadron decay
channels (with ∼ 40% branching ratios). After events selection, clear e+e− → π+π−hc signal
events are observed, and the e+e− CM energy dependent production cross section σB(e+e− →
π+π−hc) is measured, which is at the same order of that π+π−J/ψ 5,6,9.

By further checking the π±hc invariant mass distribution, a resonant structure was observed,
as shown in Fig. 2 (left). The measured mass is M = 4022.9 ± 0.8 ± 2.7 MeV and width is
Γ = 7.9 ± 2.7 ± 2.6 MeV for the resonance (denoted as Zc(4020)), where the first errors are
statistical and the second systematic. The significance of Zc(4020) is estimated to be > 8.9σ.
And the production cross section σB(e+e− → π+Zc(4020)

− → π+π−hc) is measured to be
∼ 10 pb level at e+e− CM energy 4.23, 4.26, 4.36 GeV. The Zc(3900) state is also searched, but
find to be not significant in π+π−hc process.
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in both panel are fit results, the dashed curve in left panel is background and in the right panel is signal.

Being near D∗D∗ mass threshold, the Zc(4020) state is also quite possible to be cou-
pling to D∗D∗. Using 827 pb−1 data collected at

√
s = 4.26 GeV, BESIII has studied the

e+e− → π+(D∗D∗)− (here charge conjugation is always implied) process 12. In order to in-
crease statistics, partial reconstruction technique is also employed. The primary charged pion,
one D meson from charged D∗ decay, and at least one π0 from D∗ decay are detected. The final
4-momentum of (D∗D∗) system is determined from e+e− initial momentum minus the primary
pion momentum, due to strict momentum conservation.

Figure 2 (right) shows the (D∗D∗) invariant mass distribution. There is obvious excess for
data events distribution over background estimation. We assume this enhancement is due to a
resonant structure, and labeled it as Zc(4025). The measured mass is M = 4026.3±2.6±3.7 MeV,
and width is Γ = 24.8 ± 5.6 ± 7.7 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second
systematic. The significance of Zc(4025) is estimated to be 13σ.

Charged charmoniumlike states Zc(4020) and Zc(4025) show up with a similar mass (near
D∗D∗ threshold). Thus, they might be the same resonance. If we assume so, we can measure

the relative decay width of Γ[Zc(4025)→D∗D∗]
Γ[Zc(4020)→πhc]

∼ 9. This behaves quite similar with Zc(3900), and

hints Zc(4020)/Zc(4025) is a partner particle of Zc(3900).

5 e+e− → γX(3872)

The X(3872) was firstly observed by Belle Collaboration in B → Kπ+π−J/ψ 2. After ten years
of its discovery, its nature still keep mysterious. Recently, the LHCb Collaboration determined
its quantum number to be JPC = 1++ 13. Since BESIII can produce lots of vector particles
ψ/Y s, thus it’s natural to search for X(3872) in the radiative decay of vector particles.

Using ∼ 3.3 fb−1 data collected by BESIII, we have studied the e+e− → ψ/Y → γπ+π−J/ψ

process 14. Figure 3 (left) shows the obtained π+π−J/ψ invariant mass distribution from the
whole data sets. X(3872) signal could be seen clearly. A fit to data events gives M [X(3872)] =

3871.9±0.7stat ±0.2sys MeV, which agrees with other measurements very well15. The significant
of X(3872) signal is estimated to be 6.3σ. It’s worth to mention our measurement at BESIII
provides another independent confirmation of the X(3872) particle.

We also measured the e+e− CM energy dependent production cross section of γX(3872).
Figure 3 (right) shows the cross section line shape, which peaks near 4.26 GeV. We find pure
phase space and linear shape describe the cross sections rather bad (with χ2/ndf=8.7/3 and
5.5/2, respectively), while Y (4260) line shape can describe the cross section line shape quite well
(with χ2/ndf = 0.49/3). It strongly suggested the decay Y (4260) → γX(3872).
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6 Summary

With the large data sets taken above 4 GeV, the BESIII experiment could study XY Z particles
in a unique way. The charged charmoniumlike state Zc(3900) discovered recently by BESIII
experiment give us solid evidence for an exotic hadron, probably a four quark state. Further
study also shows Zc(3900) can couple to DD∗ final state strongly. BESIII also observed a
new charged charmoniumlike state Zc(4020), a “partner” particle of Zc(3900). And a similar
structure Zc(4025) (possible the same state as Zc(4020)) was also found to be strongly coupling
to D∗D∗.

In addition to charged states, BESIII also studied X(3872) and Y (4260) particles. We
observe the first radiative decay of Y (4260) → γX(3872), which connected the X and Y particles
together. Considering the Zc(3900) was also observed at

√
s = 4.26 GeV, it hints us there may

be common nature for these XY Z particles, and suggest us understand them in a unified way.

respectively. The pole position of this peak is calculated to be Mpole = 3883.9 ± 1.5 ± 4.2 MeV
and Γpole = 24.8±3.3±11.0 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second systematic.

The mass and width of the peak observed in DD∗ final state agree with that of Zc(3900).
Thus, they are quite probably the same state. From the production cross section measurement,
we also obtained Γ[Zc(3900)→DD∗]

Γ[Zc(3900)→πJ/ψ] = 6.2 ± 1.1stat ± 2.7sys. That means Zc(3900) has a much

stronger coupling to DD∗ than πJ/ψ. Further study of production angle distribution shows the
DD∗ peak favor JP = 1+ assignment.
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Using about 3.3 fb−1 data, we also try to search charged charmoniumlike state in the e+e− →
π+π−hc process11. The hc resonance is reconstructed through its radiative decay hc → γηc (with
∼ 50% branching ratio), and ηc resonance is reconstructed through 16 exclusive hadron decay
channels (with ∼ 40% branching ratios). After events selection, clear e+e− → π+π−hc signal
events are observed, and the e+e− CM energy dependent production cross section σB(e+e− →
π+π−hc) is measured, which is at the same order of that π+π−J/ψ 5,6,9.

By further checking the π±hc invariant mass distribution, a resonant structure was observed,
as shown in Fig. 2 (left). The measured mass is M = 4022.9 ± 0.8 ± 2.7 MeV and width is
Γ = 7.9 ± 2.7 ± 2.6 MeV for the resonance (denoted as Zc(4020)), where the first errors are
statistical and the second systematic. The significance of Zc(4020) is estimated to be > 8.9σ.
And the production cross section σB(e+e− → π+Zc(4020)

− → π+π−hc) is measured to be
∼ 10 pb level at e+e− CM energy 4.23, 4.26, 4.36 GeV. The Zc(3900) state is also searched, but
find to be not significant in π+π−hc process.
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Figure 2 – M(π±hc) (left) invariant mass distribution for e+e− → π+π−hc data events and M(D∗D∗) (right)
invariant mass distribution for e+e− → π+(D∗D∗)− data events. Dots with error bars are data. The solid curves
in both panel are fit results, the dashed curve in left panel is background and in the right panel is signal.

Being near D∗D∗ mass threshold, the Zc(4020) state is also quite possible to be cou-
pling to D∗D∗. Using 827 pb−1 data collected at

√
s = 4.26 GeV, BESIII has studied the

e+e− → π+(D∗D∗)− (here charge conjugation is always implied) process 12. In order to in-
crease statistics, partial reconstruction technique is also employed. The primary charged pion,
one D meson from charged D∗ decay, and at least one π0 from D∗ decay are detected. The final
4-momentum of (D∗D∗) system is determined from e+e− initial momentum minus the primary
pion momentum, due to strict momentum conservation.

Figure 2 (right) shows the (D∗D∗) invariant mass distribution. There is obvious excess for
data events distribution over background estimation. We assume this enhancement is due to a
resonant structure, and labeled it as Zc(4025). The measured mass is M = 4026.3±2.6±3.7 MeV,
and width is Γ = 24.8 ± 5.6 ± 7.7 MeV, where the first errors are statistical and the second
systematic. The significance of Zc(4025) is estimated to be 13σ.

M(D0+D*-) = 3.8752

M(D*0+D*-) = 4.0178
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More cc̄qi q̄j states

cc̄ss̄ : X → J/ψ + φ observed at LHCb

FPCP 2016                                                                                                                                                          June 9 2016                     

• LHCb - T.  Skwarnicki talk Meson 2016 - light quarks -> strange quarks

32

Estia Eichten                                                                                                                                                              Fermilab                     

Results of fit: m(J/ψφ) 

28 Recontres de Blois, June 2, 2016
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n    4 visible structures fit with BW amplitudes 

}X0 

 

m=4147 MeV 
Γ=80 MeV 

Results of fit 
n  JP also measured all with >4σ significances 

28 Recontres de Blois, June 2, 2016
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Particle JP Signif-
icance 

Mass 
(MeV) 

Γ 
(MeV) 

 

Fit 
Fraction 

(%) 

X(4140) 1+ 8.4 σ

X(4274) 1+ 6.0 σ

X(4500) 0+ 6.1 σ

X(4700) 0+ 5.6 σ

NR 0+ 6.4 σ

 4146.5± 4.5
−2.8
+4.6

 
4273.3±8.3

− 3.6
+17.2

 4506±11
−15
+12

 4704±10
−24
+14

 83± 21
−14
+21

 56±11
−11
+ 8

 92± 21
−20
+21

 120±31
−33
+42

 13.0±3.2
−2.0
+4.8

 7.1± 2.5
−2.4
+3.5

 6.6± 2.4
−2.3
+3.5

 12±5
−5
+9

 46±11
−21
+11

element sums coherently over all possible K⇤ resonances: |M|2 =
P

��µ=±1

���
P

j MK⇤ j
��µ

���
2

.

Detailed definitions of R(m�K |M0
j, �0

j) and of H��µ(⌦|{Aj}) are given in Ref. [30]. The
free parameters are determined from the data by minimizing the unbinned six-dimensional
(6D) negative log-likelihood (�ln L), where the probability density function (PDF) is
proportional to (1��) |M|2, multiplied by the detection e�ciency, plus a background term.
The signal PDF is normalized by summing over B+ ! J/ �K+ events generated [35, 36]
uniformly in decay phase space, followed by detector simulation [37] and data selection.
This procedure accounts for the 6D e�ciency in the reconstruction of the signal decays [30].
We use B+ mass sidebands to obtain a 6D parameterization of the background PDF [30].
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Figure 1: Distribution of mJ/ � for the data and the fit results with a model containing only
K⇤+ ! �K+ contributions.

Past experiments on K⇤ states decaying to �K [38–40] had limited precision, gave
somewhat inconsistent results, and provided evidence for only a few of the states expected
from the quark model in the 1513–2182 MeV range probed in our data. We have used
the predictions of the relativistic potential model by Godfrey–Isgur [41] (horizontal black
lines in Fig. 2) as a guide to the quantum numbers of the K⇤+ states to be included
in the amplitude model. The masses and widths of all states are left free; thus our fits
do not depend on details of the predictions, nor on previous measurements. We also
include a constant nonresonant amplitude with JP = 1+, since such �K+ contributions
can be produced, and can decay, in S-wave. Allowing the magnitude of the nonresonant

3

Thresholds: DsD̄
∗
s (4081), D∗

s D̄
∗
s (4225), Ds(1P0)D̄s(1P0)(4636)

SU(3) symmetry → cc̄us̄, cc̄d s̄ states
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The Y(4260) and Y(4360) System
6
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FIG. 1: Measured cross section σ(e+e− → π+π−J/ψ) and simultaneous fit to the “XYZ data” (left) and “Scan data” (right) with the coherent
sum of three Breit-Wigner functions (red solid curves) and the coherent sum of an exponential continuum and two Breit-Wigner functions (blue
dashed curves). Dots with error bars are data.

TABLE II: The values of Γe+e−B(R → π+π−J/ψ) (in eV) from a fit to the e+e− → π+π−J/ψ cross section. φ1 and φ2 (in degrees) are
the phase of the resonance R2 and R3, the phase of resonance R1 (or continuum) is set to 0. The numbers in the brackets correspond to the fit
by replacing resonance R1 with an exponential to describe the continuum. The errors are statistical only.

Parameters Solution I Solution II Solution III Solution IV
Γe+e−B[ψ(3770) → π+π−J/ψ] 0.5 ± 0.1 (0.4 ± 0.1)

Γe+e−B(R1 → π+π−J/ψ) 8.8+1.5
−2.2 (· · · ) 6.8+1.1

−1.5 (· · · ) 7.2+0.9
−1.5 (· · · ) 5.6+0.6

−1.0 (· · · )
Γe+e−B(R2 → π+π−J/ψ) 13.3 ± 1.4 (12.0 ± 1.0) 9.2 ± 0.7 (8.9 ± 0.6) 2.3 ± 0.6 (2.1 ± 0.4) 1.6 ± 0.4 (1.5 ± 0.3)
Γe+e−B(R3 → π+π−J/ψ) 21.1 ± 3.9 (17.9 ± 3.3) 1.7+0.8

−0.6 (1.1+0.5
−0.4) 13.3+2.3

−1.8 (12.4+1.9
−1.7) 1.1+0.4

−0.3 (0.8 ± 0.3)
φ1 −58 ± 11 (−33 ± 8) −116+9

−10 (−81+7
−8) 65+24

−20 (81+16
−14) 8 ± 13 (33 ± 9)

φ2 −156 ± 5 (−132 ± 3) 68 ± 24 (107 ± 20) −115+11
−9 (−95+6

−5) 110 ± 16 (144 ± 14)

mode.

In both fit scenarios to the e+e− → π+π−J/ψ cross sec-
tion, we observe the resonance R2 and R3. Since we can not
distinguish the two scenarios from data, we take the differ-
ence in mass and width as the systematic uncertainties, i.e.
1.1 (6.8) MeV/c2 for the mass and 0.0 (3.2) MeV for the
width of R2 (R3). The absolute c.m. energy of all the data
sets were measured with dimuon events, with an uncertainty
of ±0.8 MeV. Such kind of common uncertainty will prop-
agate only to the masses of the resonances with the same
amount, i.e. ±0.8 MeV/c2. In both fits, the ψ(3770) ampli-
tude was added incoherently. The possible interference effect
of ψ(3770) component was investigated by adding it coher-
ently in the fit with various phase. The largest deviation of the
resonant parameters between the fits with and without inter-
ference for the ψ(3770) amplitude are taken as systematic er-
ror, which is 0.3 (1.3) MeV/c2 for the mass, and 2.0 (9.7) MeV
for the width of the R2 (R3) resonance. Assuming all the
systematic uncertainties are independent, we get the total sys-
tematic uncertainties by adding them in quadrature, which is
1.4 (7.0) MeV/c2 for the mass, and 2.0 (10.2) MeV for the
width of R2 (R3), respectively.

In summary, we perform a precise cross section mea-
surement of e+e− → π+π−J/ψ for c.m. energies from√

s = 3.77 to 4.60 GeV. Two resonant structures are ob-

served, one with a mass of (4222.0 ± 3.1 ± 1.4) MeV/c2

and a width of (44.1 ± 4.3 ± 2.0) MeV, and the other with
a mass of (4320.0 ± 10.4 ± 7.0) MeV/c2 and a width of
(101.4+25.3

−19.7 ± 10.2) MeV, where the first errors are statistical
and the second ones are systematic. The first resonance agrees
with the Y (4260) resonance reported by BABAR, CLEO and
Belle [1–5]. However, our measured width is much narrower
than the Y (4260) average width [8] reported by previous ex-
periments. This is thanks to the much more precise data from
BESIII, which results in the observation of the second reso-
nance. The second resonance is observed for the first time in
the process e+e− → π+π−J/ψ. Its statistical significance is
estimated to be larger than 7.6σ. The second resonance has
a mass and width comparable to the Y (4360) resonance re-
ported by Belle and BABAR in e+e− → π+π−ψ(2S) [10]. If
we assume it is the same resonance as the Y (4360), we ob-
serve a new decay channel of Y (4360) → π+π−J/ψ for the
first time. Finally, we can not confirm the existence of the
Y (4008) resonance [3, 5] from our data, since a continuum
term also describes the cross section near 4 GeV equally well.

The BESIII collaboration thanks the staff of BEPCII and
the IHEP computing center for their strong support. This
work is supported in part by National Key Basic Research
Program of China under Contract No. 2015CB856700; Na-
tional Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) under
Contracts Nos. 11235011, 11322544, 11335008, 11425524;
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be iterated, and the final results are obtained when the iteration
converges. Figure 1 shows the measured cross section σ(

√
s)

from both the “XYZ data” and “Scan data” (Numerical results
are listed in the supplemental material [33]).

To study the possible resonant structures in the e+e− →
π+π−J/ψ process, a binned maximum likelihood fit is per-
formed simultaneously to the measured cross section σ(

√
s)

of the “XYZ data” with Gaussian uncertainties and the “Scan
data” with Poisson uncertainties. The PDF is parameterized
as the coherent sum of three Breit-Wigner (BW) functions,
together with an incoherent ψ(3770) component which ac-
counts for the decay of ψ(3770) → π+π−J/ψ, with ψ(3770)
mass and width fixed to PDG [8] values. Due to the lack of
data near the ψ(3770) resonance, it is impossible to deter-
mine the relative phase between the ψ(3770) amplitude and
the other amplitudes. The amplitude to describe a resonance
R is written as

A(
√

s) =
M√

s

√
12πΓe+e−ΓtotBR

s − M2 + iMΓtot

√
Φ(

√
s)

Φ(M)
eiφ, (2)

where M , Γtot and Γe+e− are the mass, full width and elec-
tronic width of the resonance R, respectively; BR is the
branching fraction of the decay R → π+π−J/ψ; Φ(

√
s)

is the phase space factor of the three-body decay R →
π+π−J/ψ [8], and φ is the phase of the amplitude. The fit has
four solutions with equally good fit quality [34] and identical
masses and widths of the resonances (listed in Table I), while
the phases and the product of the electronic widths with the
branching fractions are different (listed in Table II). Figure 1
shows the fit results. The resonance R1 has a mass and width
consistent with that of Y (4008) observed by Belle [5] within
1.0σ and 2.9σ, respectively. The resonance R2 has a mass
4222.0 ± 3.1 MeV/c2, which agrees with the average mass,
4251±9 MeV/c2 [8], of the Y (4260) peak [1–5] within 3.0σ.
However, its measured width is much narrower than the aver-
age width, 120±12 MeV [8], of the Y (4260). We also observe
a new resonance R3. The statistical significance of R3 is esti-
mated to be 7.9σ (including systematic uncertainties) by com-
paring the change of ∆(−2 lnL) = 74.9 with and without the
R3 amplitude in the fit, and taking the change of number of
degree of freedom ∆ndf = 4 into account. The fit quality is
estimated using a χ2-test method, with χ2/ndf = 93.6/110.
Fit models taken from previous experiments [1–5] are also in-
vestigated and are ruled out with a confidence level equivalent
to more than 5.4σ.

As an alternative description of the data, we use an ex-
ponential [35] to model the cross section near 4 GeV as in
Ref. [4], instead of the resonance R1. The fit results are shown
as dashed lines in Fig. 1. This model also describes data very
well. A χ2-test to the fit quality gives χ2/ndf = 93.2/111.
Thus, the existence of a resonance near 4 GeV, such as the res-
onance R1 or the Y (4008) resonance [3], is not necessary to
explain the data. The fit has four solutions with equally good
fit quality [34] and identical masses and widths of the reso-
nances (listed in Table I), while the phases and the product of
the electronic widths with the branching fractions are differ-
ent (listed in Table II). We observe the resonance R2 and the

TABLE I: The measured masses and widths of the resonances from
the fit to the e+e− → π+π−J/ψ cross section with three coherent
Breit-Wigner functions. The numbers in the brackets correspond to
a fit by replacing R1 with an exponential describing the continuum.
The errors are statistical only.

Parameters Fit result
M(R1) 3812.6+61.9

−96.6 (· · · )
Γtot(R1) 476.9+78.4

−64.8 (· · · )
M(R2) 4222.0 ± 3.1 (4220.9 ± 2.9)
Γtot(R2) 44.1 ± 4.3 (44.1 ± 3.8)
M(R3) 4320.0 ± 10.4 (4326.8 ± 10.0)
Γtot(R3) 101.4+25.3

−19.7 (98.2+25.4
−19.6)

resonance R3 again. The statistical significance of resonance
R3 in this model is estimated to be 7.6σ (including system-
atic uncertainties) [∆(−2 lnL) = 70.7, ∆ndf = 4] using the
same method as above.

The systematic uncertainty for the cross section measure-
ment mainly comes from uncertainties in the luminosity, effi-
ciencies, radiative correction, background shape and branch-
ing fraction of J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−. The integrated luminosities
of all the data sets are measured using large angle Bhabha
scattering events, with an uncertainty of 1% [24]. The un-
certainty in the tracking efficiency for high momentum lep-
tons is 1% per track. Pions have momenta that range from
0.1 to 1.06 GeV/c, and their momentum weighted tracking
efficiency uncertainty is also 1% per track. For the kine-
matic fit, we use a similar method as in Ref. [36] to improve
the agreement of the χ2 distribution between data and MC
simulation, and the systematic uncertainty for the kinematic
fit is estimated to be 0.6% (1.1%) for µ+µ− (e+e−) events.
For the MC simulation of signal events, we use both the
π±Zc(3900)∓ model [5, 21, 22] and the phase space model
to describe the e+e− → π+π−J/ψ process. The efficiency
difference between these two models is 3.1%, which is taken
as systematic uncertainty due to the decay model.

The efficiency for the other selection criteria, the trigger
simulation, the event start time determination and the FSR
simulation are quite high (> 99%), and their systematic er-
rors are estimated to be less than 1%. In the ISR correc-
tion procedure, we iterate the cross section measurement un-
til (1 + δ)ϵ converges. The convergence criterion is taken as
the systematic uncertainty due to the ISR correction, which is
1%. We obtain the number of signal events by either fitting
or counting events in the M(ℓ+ℓ−) distribution. The back-
ground shape is described by a linear distribution. Varying
the background shape from a linear shape to a second-order
polynomial causes a 1.6% (2.1%) difference for the J/ψ sig-
nal yield for the µ+µ− (e+e−) mode, which is taken as the
systematic uncertainty for background shape. The branching
fraction of J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ− is taken from PDG [8], the errors are
0.6% for both J/ψ decay modes. Assuming all the sources of
systematic uncertainty to be independent, the total systematic
uncertainties are obtained by adding them in quadrature, re-
sulting in 5.7% for the µ+µ− mode, and 5.9% for the e+e−

Ablikim, M., el al. (BESIII Collaboration), PRL 118,092001, 2017

JPC = 1−− but no signal in ∆Rc

I ψ(4415) conventionally identified as 4S state
I not a conventional (cc̄) charmonium state

Lattice calculations suggest a possible hybrid state (cc̄g) in this
mass region
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Nearby Thresholds
There are many heavy-light meson pair channels opening in region
4.2− 4.4
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cc̄ States (LQCD)

Lattice calculations (mπ = 240 MeV)

JPC M � M⌘c (MeV )

0�+ 0 679(6) 1197(7) 1295(18)

1�� 88(1) 728(7) 865(7) 1316(17) 1345(27) 1427(17)

2�� 879(7) 1352(21)

2�+ 888(7) 1414(24) 1472(21)

3�� 902(6) 1442(18) 1484(40)

4�+ 1474(19)

4�� 1450(18)

0++ 466(3) 989(10) 1485(25) 1607(46)

1++ 531(4) 1038(12) 1486(25) 1534(35)

1+� 545(4) 1041(12) 1454(23) 1587(27) 1643(47) 1681(53)

2++ 571(4) 1065(13) 1154(11) 1173(11) 1639(32)

3++ 1166(11)

3+� 1173(11) 1660(34)

4++ 1181(12)

1�+ 1326(23)

0+� 1453(27)

2+� 1518(18) 1647(26)

Table 3. Summary of the charmonium spectrum presented in Figure 3. Masses are shown with

M⌘c subtracted. Quoted uncertainties are statistical only.

JP M � M⌘c/2 (MeV )

0� 467(11) 1225(17) 1679(27) 1873(31)

1� 593(12) 1286(12) 1399(21) 1740(30) 1891(33) 1898(38)

2� 1424(19) 1440(20) 1952(35) 1993(36) 2002(32)

3� 1481(19) 2029(28)

4� 2075(29) 2109(31)

0+ 886(14) 1567(35) 1934(51)

1+ 1022(15) 1064(16) 1612(25) 1670(26) 1929(44) 2030(35)

2+ 1100(15) 1675(24) 1773(23) 2000(37)

3+ 1766(22) 1779(22)

4+ 1811(24)

Table 4. Summary of the Ds meson spectrum presented in Figure 4. Masses are shown with M⌘c/2

subtracted. Quoted uncertainties are statistical only.

– 16 –

No cc̄g (1−−) hybrid state below

ψ(4160)[23D1(cc̄)]

The ordering of hybrids states in

a spin multiplet is stable as

mπ = 392→ 240 MeV

G. Cheung, et al., arXiv:1610.01073

Figure 3. Charmonium spectrum up to around 4.5 GeV labelled by JPC ; the left (right) panel

shows the negative (positive) parity states. Green, red and blue boxes are the masses computed on

our M⇡ ⇠ 240 MeV ensemble while black boxes are experimental values from the PDG summary

tables [1]. As discussed in the text, we show the calculated (experimental) masses with the calculated

(experimental) ⌘c mass subtracted. The vertical size of the boxes represents the one-sigma statistical

(or experimental) uncertainty on either side of the mean. Red and blue boxes correspond to states

identified as hybrid mesons grouped into, respectively, the lightest and first-excited supermultiplet,

as described in the text. Dashed lines show the location of some of the lower thresholds for strong

decay using computed (coarse green dashing) and experimental (fine grey dashing) masses.

relative orbital angular momentum L, quark-antiquark spin S and radial quantum number

n. We find all states up to J = 4 expected by such models.

Figure 3 also shows the states (coloured red and blue) that do not fit the n2S+1LJ

pattern. Four of these have exotic JPC quantum numbers, 0+�, 1�+, 2+�, and we find

that they, as well as the excess states with non-exotic quantum numbers, have relatively

large overlaps onto operators that are proportional to the spatial components of the field

strength tensor, Fij (i.e. operators that have a non-trivial gluonic structure), something not

seen for the other states in the spectrum. Furthermore, on removing operators proportional

to Fij from the variational basis we generally observe a reduction in the quality of the signal

for these states. We therefore follow Refs. [21, 22] and interpret these excess states as hybrid

mesons.

As discussed in detail in Ref. [22], the hybrid states can be grouped into super-

multiplets. We find that the set [(0�+, 1�+, 2�+), 1��], highlighted in red in Figure 3,

– 7 –
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Low-lying multiplet:

(S = 0) 1−−; ( S = 1) 0−+, 1−+, 2−+

So if we identify the Y(4260) as a hybrid:
I State Shift Mass (MeV)

1−− 0 4260
0−+ −132 4128
1−+ −101 4159
2−+ 45 4305

Expect photon transitions.
(Very small branching fractions).

To do list:

Y(4660) 5S state or radially excited Y(4260)?

Measure R in the highest energy region (4.6-4.7) in
detail.

The corresponding states in the bb̄ system await a
detailed lattice calculation
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Summary

Many puzzles of the XYZ states remain but:

HQS summetry gives insight into scaling between (cc̄) and (bb̄) for

tetraquark states. Stable bbūd̄ , bbūs̄, and bbd̄ s̄ tetraquarks exist.

Lattice QCD identifies where to expect hybrid states in the cc̄.

BESIII , Belle2, LHCb will provide critical data for disentangling
the nature of the XYZ states:

Detailed studies of transitions from higher mass states in the (cc̄)

that greatly increased luminosity will make possible.

Observing(or not) HQS partners of the (cc̄) XYZ states in the (bb̄).

Challenges for theory:

Lattice QCD calculation of the (bb̄) spectrum (with hybrids).

Continued LQCD progress on identifying XYZ states by the Luscher

method.

A better model of line shapes for resonances in the threshold region.

Model builders - Make your predictions for XYZ states in the (bb̄).
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Backup
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23P0 Toy model
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Possible quarkonium-like tetraquark mesons

cc̄

include charge-conjugate reactions. For example, a measure-
ment of a πDD̄! system will use a combined set of πþDD̄!,
πþD!D̄, π−DD̄!, and π−D!D̄ events. In this review for

simplicity and readability we abbreviate this to πþDD̄! with
the implicit assumption that charge-conjugate combinations
are included. For similar reasons, when we discuss meson-
antimeson moleculelike possibilities, we abbreviate combi-
nations such as ðDD̄! $ D̄D!Þ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
to simply DD̄!.

II. MODELS FOR NONSTANDARD HADRONS

In the absence of any rigorous analytical method for making
first-principle calculations of the spectrum of nonstandard
hadrons, simplified models that are motivated by the color
structure and other general features of QCD have been
developed. The current best hope for a rigorous, first-principle
treatment for some of the issues here is lattice QCD, which is
discussed later in this section.
The color structure of QCD suggests the existence of three

types of nonstandard hadronic particles. These include multi-
quark hadrons (tetraquark mesons and pentaquark baryons)
formed from tightly bound colored diquarks, hybrid mesons
and baryons comprised of color-singlet combinations of
quarks and one or more “valence” gluons, and glueball
mesons that are comprised only of gluons (with no quarks).
Other possible forms of multiquark states are meson-meson
and/or meson-baryon moleculelike systems that are bound (or
nearly bound) via Yukawa-like nuclear forces and bound
states comprised of quarkonium cores surrounded by clouds
of light quarks and gluons.

TABLE II. See the caption of Table I.

State M (MeV) Γ (MeV) JPC Process (decay mode) Experiment

Zþ;0
c ð3900Þ 3886.6 $ 2.4 28.1 $ 2.6 1þ− eþe− → π−;0ðJ=ψπþ;0Þ BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2013a, 2015f),

Belle (Liu et al., 2013)
eþe− → π−;0ðDD̄!Þþ;0 BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2014b, 2015e)

Zþ;0
c ð4020Þ 4024.1 $ 1.9 13 $ 5 1þ−ð?Þ eþe− → π−;0ðhcπþ;0Þ BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2013b, 2014c)

eþe− → π−;0ðD!D̄!Þþ;0 BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2014a, 2015d)

Zþð4050Þ 4051þ24
−43 82þ51

−55 ??þ B → Kðχc1πþÞ Belle (Mizuk et al., 2008), BABAR (Lees et al.,
2012a)

Zþð4200Þ 4196þ35
−32 370þ99

−149 1þ B → KðJ=ψπþÞ Belle (Chilikin et al., 2014)
B → Kðψ 0πþÞ LHCb (Aaij et al., 2014b)

Zþð4250Þ 4248þ185
−45 177þ321

−72 ??þ B → Kðχc1πþÞ Belle (Mizuk et al., 2008), BABAR (Lees et al.,
2012a)

Zþð4430Þ 4477 $ 20 181 $ 31 1þ B → Kðψ 0πþÞ Belle (Choi et al., 2008; Mizuk et al., 2009),
Belle (Chilikin et al., 2013), LHCb (Aaij et al.,

2014b, 2015b)
B → KðJψπþÞ Belle (Chilikin et al., 2014)

Pþ
c ð4380Þ 4380 $ 30 205 $ 88 ð32 =

5
2Þ

∓ Λ0
b → KðJ=ψpÞ LHCb (Aaij et al., 2015c)

Pþ
c ð4450Þ 4450 $ 3 39 $ 20 ð52 =

3
2Þ

$ Λ0
b → KðJ=ψpÞ LHCb (Aaij et al., 2015c)

Ybð10860Þ 10891:1þ3.4
−3.8 53:7þ7.2

−7.8 1−− eþe− → (ΥðnSÞπþπ−) Belle (Chen et al., 2008; Santel et al., 2016)

Zþ;0
b ð10610Þ 10607.2 $ 2.0 18.4 $ 2.4 1þ− Ybð10860Þ → π−;0(ΥðnSÞπþ;0) Belle (Bondar et al., 2012; Garmash et al., 2015),

Belle (Krokovny et al., 2013)
Ybð10860Þ → π−(hbðnPÞπþ) Belle (Bondar et al., 2012)
Ybð10860Þ → π−ðB B̄ !Þþ Belle (Garmash et al., 2016)

Zþ
b ð10650Þ 10652.2 $ 1.5 11.5 $ 2.2 1þ− Ybð10860Þ → π−(ΥðnSÞπþ) Belle (Bondar et al., 2012; Garmash et al., 2015)

Ybð10860Þ → π−(hbðnPÞπþ) Belle (Bondar et al., 2012)
Ybð10860Þ → π−ðB !B̄ !Þþ Belle (Garmash et al., 2016)

TABLE III. Properties of the lowest-lying open-charm and open-
bottom particles. Here I∶I3 denote the total and third components of
the isospin and S, C, and B are the strangeness, charm, and beauty
quantum numbers.

Particle
Quark
content JP I∶I3 S C B M (MeV) cτ (μm)

Dþ cd̄ 0− 1=2∶1=2 0 1 0 1869.6 312
D0 cū 0− 1=2∶ − 1=2 0 1 0 1864.8 123
D!þ cd̄ 1− 1=2∶1=2 0 1 0 2010.3 ∼0
D!0 cū 1− 1=2∶ − 1=2 0 1 0 2007.0 ∼0

Dþ
s cs̄ 0− 0∶0 1 1 0 1968.3 150

Λþ
c cud ð1=2Þþ 0∶0 0 1 0 2286.5 60

Σþþ
c cuu ð1=2Þþ 1∶1 0 1 0 2454.0 ∼0

Σþ
c cud ð1=2Þþ 1∶0 0 1 0 2452.9 ∼0

Σ0
c cdd ð1=2Þþ 1∶ − 1 0 1 0 2453.8 ∼0

B̄ 0 bd̄ 0− 1=2∶1=2 0 0 −1 5279.6 455
B − bū 0− 1=2∶ − 1=2 0 0 −1 5279.3 491
B̄ !0 bd̄ 1− 1=2∶1=2 0 0 −1 5325.2 ∼0
B !− bū 1− 1=2∶ − 1=2 0 0 −1 5325.2 ∼0

B̄ 0
s bs̄ 0− 0∶0 1 0 −1 5366.8 453

Λb bud ð1=2Þþ 0∶0 0 0 −1 5619.5 435
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TABLE I. Recently discovered nonstandard hadron candidates with hidden charm or beauty. The masses M and widths Γ are averages of
measurements with uncertainties added in quadrature, except for Xð4140Þ, Xð4274Þ [Zþð4200Þ], where Aaij et al. (2017a, 2017d) (Chilikin
et al., 2014) values are listed. See Sec. V.D (Sec. VI.A) for more detailed discussion. The errors on the average values include scale factors in
case of tensions between individual measurements (Patrignani et al., 2016). We do not quote a mass or width for the Yð4260Þ structure, since the
latest precision data revealed its double-peak composition (Ablikim et al., 2017c), with the main component listed under Yð4220Þ and its high-
mass shoulder under Yð4360Þ. The results from single-peak fits to the Yð4260Þ structure are not included when determining the Yð4220Þ
parameters. For Xð3872Þ, only πþπ−J=ψ decays are used in the mass average. Ellipses indicate an inclusive reaction. Question marks indicate
informed guesses at JPC values or no information. For charged states, C refers to the neutral isospin partner. See Table II for a continuation.

State M (MeV) Γ (MeV) JPC Process (decay mode) Experiment

Xð3872Þ 3871.69 $ 0.17 < 1.2 1þþ B → KðJ=ψπþπ−Þ Belle (Choi et al., 2003, 2011), BABAR (Aubert et al.,
2005c),

LHCb (Aaij et al., 2013a, 2015d)
pp̄ → ðJ=ψπþπ−Þ þ % % % CDF (Acosta et al., 2004; Abulencia et al., 2006; Aaltonen

et al., 2009b),
D0 (Abazov et al., 2004)

B → KðJ=ψπþπ−π0Þ Belle (Abe et al., 2005), BABAR (del Amo Sanchez et al.,
2010a)

B → KðD0D̄0π0Þ Belle (Gokhroo et al., 2006; Aushev et al., 2010b),
BABAR (Aubert et al., 2008c)

B → KðJ=ψγÞ BABAR (del Amo Sanchez et al., 2010a), Belle (Bhardwaj
et al., 2011),

LHCb (Aaij et al., 2012a)
B → Kðψ 0γÞ BABAR (Aubert et al., 2009b), Belle (Bhardwaj et al., 2011),

LHCb (Aaij et al., 2014a)
pp → ðJ=ψπþπ−Þ þ % % % LHCb (Aaij et al., 2012a), CMS (Chatrchyan et al., 2013a),

ATLAS (Aaboud et al., 2017)
eþe− → γðJ=ψπþπ−Þ BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2014d)

Xð3915Þ 3918.4 $ 1.9 20 $ 5 0þþ B → KðJ=ψωÞ Belle (Choi et al., 2005),
BABAR (Aubert et al., 2008b; del Amo Sanchez et al.,

2010a)
eþe− → eþe−ðJ=ψωÞ Belle (Uehara et al., 2010), BABAR (Lees et al., 2012c)

Xð3940Þ 3942þ9
−8 37þ27

−17 0−þð?Þ eþe− → J=ψðD&D̄Þ Belle (Pakhlov et al., 2008)
eþe− → J=ψð% % %Þ Belle (Abe et al., 2007)

Xð4140Þ 4146:5þ6.4
−5.3 83þ27

−25 1þþ B → KðJ=ψϕÞ CDF (Aaltonen et al., 2009a), CMS (Chatrchyan et al.,
2014),

D0 (Abazov et al., 2014), LHCb (Aaij et al., 2017a, 2017d)
pp̄ → ðJ=ψϕÞ þ % % % D0 (Abazov et al., 2015)

Xð4160Þ 4156þ29
−25 139þ113

−65 0−þð?Þ eþe− → J=ψðD&D̄&Þ Belle (Pakhlov et al., 2008)
Yð4260Þ See Yð4220Þ entry 1−− eþe− → γðJ=ψπþπ−Þ BABAR (Aubert et al., 2005a; Lees et al., 2012b), CLEO (He

et al., 2006),
Belle (Yuan et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2013)

Yð4220Þ 4222 $ 3 48 $ 7 1−− eþe− → ðJ=ψπþπ−Þ BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2017c)
eþe− → ðhcπþπ−Þ BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2017a)
eþe− → ðχc0ωÞ BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2015g)
eþe− → ðJ=ψηÞ BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2015c)
eþe− → (γXð3872Þ) BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2014d)
eþe− → (π−Zþ

c ð3900Þ) BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2013a), Belle (Liu et al., 2013)
eþe− → (π−Zþ

c ð4020Þ) BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2013b)

Xð4274Þ 4273þ19
−9 56þ14

−16 1þþ B → KðJ=ψϕÞ CDF (Aaltonen et al., 2017), CMS (Chatrchyan et al., 2014),
LHCb (Aaij et al., 2017a, 2017d)

Xð4350Þ 4350:6þ4.6
−5.1 13:3þ18.4

−10.0 ð0=2Þþþ eþe− → eþe−ðJ=ψϕÞ Belle (Shen et al., 2010)
Yð4360Þ 4341 $ 8 102 $ 9 1−− eþe− → γðψ 0πþπ−Þ BABAR (Aubert et al., 2007; Lees et al., 2014),

Belle (Wang et al., 2007, 2015)
eþe− → ðJ=ψπþπ−Þ BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2017c)

Yð4390Þ 4392 $ 6 140 $ 16 1−− eþe− → ðhcπþπ−Þ BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2017a)
Xð4500Þ 4506þ16

−19 92þ30
−21 0þþ B → KðJ=ψϕÞ LHCb (Aaij et al., 2017a, 2017d)

Xð4700Þ 4704þ17
−26 120þ52

−45 0þþ B → KðJ=ψϕÞ LHCb (Aaij et al., 2017a, 2017d)
Yð4660Þ 4643 $ 9 72 $ 11 1−− eþe− → γðψ 0πþπ−Þ Belle (Wang et al., 2007, 2015),

BABAR (Aubert et al., 2007; Lees et al., 2014)
eþe− → γðΛþ

c Λ−
c Þ Belle (Pakhlova et al., 2008)
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Known ground-state hadrons containing heavy quarks

The spin dependent corrections can be directly calculated from the known
mass spectrum.

State j` Mass (j` + 1
2

) Mass (j` − 1
2

) Centroid Spin Splitting S [GeV2]

D(∗) (cd̄) 1
2

2010.26 1869.59 1975.09 140.7 0.436

D
(∗)
s (cs̄) 1

2
2112.1 1968.28 2076.15 143.8 0.446

Λc (cud)3̄ 0 2286.46 – – –
Σc (cud)6 1 2518.41 2453.97 2496.93 64.44 0.132
Ξc (cus)3̄ 0 2467.87 – – –

Ξ′c (cus)6 1 2645.53 2577.4 2622.82 68.13 0.141
Ωc (css)6 1 2765.9 2695.2 2742.33 70.7 0.146
Ξcc (ccu)3̄ 0 3621.40 – –

B(∗) (bd̄) 1
2

5324.65 5279.32 5313.32 45.33 0.427

B
(∗)
s (bs̄) 1

2
5415.4 5366.89 5403.3 48.5 0.459

Λb (bud)3̄ 0 5619.58 – –
Σb (bud)6 1 5832.1 5811.3 5825.2 20.8 0.131
Ξb (bds)3̄ 0 5794.5 – –

Ξ′b (bds)6 1 5955.33 5935.02 5948.56 20.31 0.128
Ωb (bss)6 1 6046.1

Bc (bc̄) 1
2

6329 6274.9 6315.4 54 0.340
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Expectations for ground-state tetraquark masses

State JP j` m(QiQjqm) HQS relation m(QiQj q̄k q̄l ) Decay Channel Q [MeV]

{cc}[ūd̄ ] 1+ 0 3663 m({cc}u) + 315 3978 D+D∗0 3876 102

{cc}[q̄k s̄] 1+ 0 3764 m({cc}s) + 392 4156 D+D∗−s 3977 179

{cc}{q̄k q̄l} 0+, 1+, 2+ 1 3663 m({cc}u) + 526 4146, 4167, 4210 D+D0,D+D∗0 3734, 3876 412, 292, 476

[bc][ūd̄ ] 0+ 0 6914 m([bc]u) + 315 7229 B−D+/B0D0 7146 83

[bc][q̄k s̄] 0+ 0 7010 m([bc]s) + 392 7406 BsD 7236 170

[bc]{q̄k q̄l} 1+ 1 6914 m([bc]u) + 526 7439 B∗D/BD∗ 7190/7290 249

{bc}[ūd̄ ] 1+ 0 6957 m({bc}u) + 315 7272 B∗D/BD∗ 7190/7290 82

{bc}[q̄k s̄] 1+ 0 7053 m({bc}s) + 392 7445 DB∗s 7282 163

{bc}{q̄k q̄l} 0+, 1+, 2+ 1 6957 m({bc}u) + 526 7461, 7472, 7493 BD/B∗D 7146/7190 317, 282, 349

{bb}[ūd̄ ] 1+ 0 10176 m({bb}u) + 306 10482 B−B̄∗0 10603 −121

{bb}[q̄k s̄] 1+ 0 10252 m({bb}s) + 391 10643 B̄B̄∗s /B̄s B̄
∗ 10695/10691 −48

{bb}{q̄k q̄l} 0+, 1+, 2+ 1 10176 m({bb}u) + 512 10674, 10681, 10695 B−B0, B−B∗0 10559, 10603 115, 78, 136

RHS+all shifts
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JP = 1+ {bb}[ūd̄ ] meson, bound by 121 MeV
(77 MeV below B−B̄0γ)

T {bb}
[ūd̄ ]

(10482)−→ Ξ0
bc p̄, B−D+π−, and B−D+`−ν̄︸ ︷︷ ︸

weak!

JP = 1+ {bb}[ūs̄] and {bb}[d̄ s̄] mesons, bound by 48 MeV
(3 MeV below BBsγ)

T {bb}[ūs̄] (10643)−→ Ξ0
bcΣ

− T {bb}
[d̄ s̄]

(10643)0→ Ξ0
bc(Λ̄,Σ

0
)
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